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We define a notion of an f-q-analogue of a poset P, where f is a function in the 
incidence algebra of P. In this setting, for given f and q, all f-q-analogues have the 
same Zeta and characteristic polynomials, and the same M6bius invariants for rank 
selections. These are q-analogues of the corresponding entities for the poset P. We 
describe conditions when P being shellable implies that its f-q-analogues are also 
shellable. In such situations, the analogues admit a shelling pulled back in a natural 
way from one of P, revealing a natural projection from the homology of analogues 
to that of P. As a by-product we obtain the non-negativity of the coefficients of the 
Betti polynomial for the analogues and their rank-selected subposets. We discuss 
the behavior off-q-analogues with respect o several operations on the function f, 
the value q, and the poset P. Examples include posets of set partitions, posers of 
shuffles, semimodular and distributive lattices, and products of chains in particular. 
This work is an attempt to unify recent approaches to order analogues, and 
integrates cases studied by Butler; Bj6rner and Stanley; and Bennett, Dempsey and 
Sagan. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Much work has been devoted in recent years to developing q-analogues ofa 
variety of enumerative r sults. That is, for a (finite) set J2 of combinatorial 
objects, one introduces a combinatorial statistic f :  X~ Z and investigates 
properties of the polynomial p(X; q) :=Zx~xq f(x). This polynomial is a 
q-analogue of the integer IXI. "Good" analogues satisfy not only the obligatory 
condition IX] =p(X; 1 ), but refine the enumeration ofthe objects in Xaccord- 
ing to a natural combinatorial statistic, and, as appropriate, satisfy arecurrence 
relation which is a q-analogue of that satisfied by IX[, or reflect order-theoretic 
properties of the set X if this carries a natural order relation. 
In connection with partially ordered sets (posets), the following question 
arises naturally: suppose that X is a partially ordered set denoted in the 
remainder of the paper by P, and that a combinatorial statistic f :  P ~ Z is 
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defined on P. If q is a non-negative integer, is there a poset, P(f; q) which 
is a q-analogue of P "based on" the values o f f ?  Slightly more explicitly, 
can one describe a poset P(f; q) which has qf(x~ elements for each element 
x of P and whose order-theoretic and topological properties are 
q-analogues of those of P? 
Butler introduced a definition of order analogue [ 11, Definition 2.7 and 
Property (*), p. 10] to show that the Betti polynomial of the lattice of sub- 
groups of an abelian p-group has positive coefficients, by interpreting the 
monomials of this polynomial as counting the faces which contribute to the 
top homology of the lattice. Butler's beautiful approach uses the semi- 
modularity of the posets involved. 
Our definition of order analogue differs from Butler's in two respects: first, 
it brings to the forefront shellability, rather than semimodularity, onwhich 
Butler's results ultimately rely; second, it gives a more prominent role to the 
combinatorial statistic on which the order analogue is based, singling out 
conditions which ensure "good" properties of the order analogues. 
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 1 we define the notion of 
f-q-analogue of a poset P and give general results about f-q-analogues, 
assuming their existence. Here f is an element of the incidence algebra of 
the poset P which "extends" some combinatorial statistic on P in the sense 
that f(x, 1) coincides with the value of a statistic on x (f(x) of the first 
paragraph). For us, q may assume non-negative integer values with no 
required arithmetic properties, except in the examples of Section 2, where 
q is a prime, and Section 8, where it is a prime power. 
For arbitrary P, f, and q, there may not be any f-q-analogue, or there 
may be several (non-isomorphic)f-q-analogues. However, if any exist, then 
they all turn out to have in common two classical invariants: the Zeta 
polynomial and M6bius function, and--for ranked posets--the rank- 
selected counterparts ofthese invariants. The relation between invariants of 
P and an f-q-analogue P(f; q) is a source of q-enumeration formulae. 
In the case of shellable posets P, we give sufficient conditions for P(f; q) 
to be shellable, admitting a shelling which pulls back in a natural fashion 
from one of P. This leads, in turn, to the conclusion that the Betti polynomial 
of the analogue--a polynomial in q--has non-negative coefficients, and the 
(reduced) homology of the analogue projects naturally onto that of P. We 
also show that these results are preserved under several natural operations 
involving the function f (sum and scalar multiplication, in the incidence 
algebra, by non-negative integers), the parameter q (multiplication), and 
several poset operations (product, ordinal sum, and subposets with certain 
side-conditions). As in the case of [ 11 ], key tools are provided by the general 
theory of shellable posets developed previously by Bj6rner [ 3 ], [ 4 ]. 
Later sections of this paper present a series of examples which belong in 
the framework established in Section 1. In these examples, at least one of 
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P and P(f; q) belongs to a class of posets of independent combinatorial 
interest. Typically, in each case we summarize the definition and relevant 
properties of the poset playing the role of P, exhibit a shelling, exhibit a 
choice of f, verify that the pertinent results of Section 1 apply, and state 
q-enumerative consequences xplicitly. In each case, the results of Section 
1 yield the non-negativity of the coefficients of the Betti polynomials fls(q) 
for all f-q-analogues under consideration. 
The illustrations involve the lattice of subgroups of a finite p-abelian 
group as an f-q-analogue of a product of chains (studied by Butler in a dif- 
ferent framework subsumed here); the more general situation to which 
[ 11 ] applies, where a semimodular lattice P(f; q) is an order analogue of 
a semimodular lattice P; several f-q-analogues for the set partition lattice 
(including the Dowling lattice, and constructions by Bennett, Dempsey, 
and Sagan [2]), answering questions posed in [2]; analogues of the non- 
crossing partition lattice and of the poset of shuffles defined by Greene 
[ 17]; a construction of Bj6rner and Stanley [5], [24] which turns out to 
provide f-q-analogues of distributive lattices. An additional example relates 
h-complexes of a poset and its analogues. 
The paper concludes with several remarks about variations on f-q- 
analogues, such as multibasic analogues, helling properties, and questions 
for further research, such as necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence off-q-analogues (in the illustrations presented here, existence is 
established by a direct construction). 
We will use the notation [n] = {1, 2, ..., n}, [ j ]q=l+q+q2+. . .  + 
qj 1 for the usual q-analogue of a non-negative integer j, [n]q! = 
[1]q[2]q...[n]q for the q-analogue of a factorial, and [~]q= 
[n]q!/[k]q! [n-k]q!  for the q-binomial coefficient. 
The symbol < will denote the covering relation in a poset. Recall that a poset 
is bounded if it has a minimum and a maximum element. As is customary, these 
will be denoted by 0 and ]', respectively (we will write, e.g., 0p to specify the 
poset if necessary). Integer intervals will be denoted by [ i..j], and intervals in 
general posets will be denoted by [a, b] (closed), (a, b) (open). 
1. f-q-ORDER ANALOGUES 
Recall (see, e.g., [24 ]) that the incidence algebra I(P) of a poset P is the 
algebra over a field K formed by the functions f :  Int (P)~ K defined on 
intervals of P, with the operations: 
( f  + g)(y, x) = f(y, x) +g(y, x), 
( f .g)(y,x)= y. f (y,z)  g(z,x). 
y~z<~x 
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We will be concerned with functions in the incidence algebra which assume 
non-negative integer values. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let P be a poset, q an non-negative integer, and 
fe  I(P) a non-negative integer valued function in the incidence algebra of 
P. A poset P(f; q) is an f-q-order analogue of P if there exists a projection 
map ~o: P( f  ; q) ~ P with the following properties: 
(OA1) ~o is surjective, and if X< Yin P(f; q) then ~o(X) < ~o(Y) in P; 
(OA2) for every pair z ~< x in P and Xe P(f; q) such that ~o(X) = x, 
we have [{Z: Z<<,X, q~(Z) =z}l =qf(z,x); 
(OA3) for every z<y<x in P, if Zeq~ l(z) and Xe~o-l(x) such 
that Z<X,  then there exists Yccp l(y) satisfying Z< Y<X. 
Remark 1.1.1. By (OA1), cp-l(x) does not contain comparable elements. 
Thus, from (OA2) we see that a necessary condition onf i s f (x ,  x)=0 for 
all x e P. For the purpose of this paper, we will be interested in posets P 
which are bounded and order analogues which are themselves bounded. In 
view of (OA2), this means that the functions f under consideration must 
satisfy the consistency condition f(0, x )=0 for all x~P. Under these 
assumptions, (OA1) and (OA2) imply that q~-l(~)=~, (p-l(i)='~, and 
that each element x of P gives rise to qZ(x, 1) elements in P(f; q). 
Remark 1.1.2. A covering relation y <. x from P gives rise to a bipartite 
graph in the Hasse diagram of P(f; q), with parts ~o-l(x) and q~-l(y), in 
which every Xe (p-l(x) has degree qf(y,x). The structure of each of these 
bipartite graphs is not completely determined by (OA1-OA3), and P may 
have several non-isomorphic f-q-analogues. 
Note that when P and P(f; q) each have a maximum element, the bipar- 
tite graph formed by ~- l (y)  and q~ l(x), for any covering y < x, has no 
isolated points. As mentioned before, each X~cp-l(x) has positive degree 
q f(y, x). The fact that every Y e ~o-l(y) has positive degree is trivial if x--1, 
and otherwise follows from (OA3) applied to the triple y < x < 1 in P and 
Y<I  in P(f; q), Yeq~-l(y). 
Remark 1.1.3. It follows easily from Delinition 1.1 that ~o preserves 
chain length. If P is ranked, then by (OA3), so is P(f;q), with 
rank(X) = rank(q~(X)) for all X~ P(f; q). 
Remark 1.1.4. For the remainder of this paper, P and its order analogues 
will be finite bounded ranked posets. The rank generating function of an 
f-q-analogue of P follows from Remarks 1.1.1 and Remark 1.1.3: 
2 trank(x)qf(X' 1)' 
x~e 
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and the coefficient of t r is a q-analogue of the rth Whitney number of the 
second kind for P. 
Although P and f do not determine the order structure of P(f;  q), all 
f-q-analogues of P have the same number of chains of each length. Before 
formulating more precisely this fact and consequences, recall (see, e.g., ]-7]) 
that the order complex of a bounded poset P is the simplicial complex 
whose vertices are the elements of/5 := p_  {~, ~}, and whose faces are the 
chains in t5. If all maximal chains of P have the same length then all facets 
(i.e., maximal faces) of A(P) have the same dimension (the complex is said 
to be pure), and the dimension of A(P) is the dimension of its facets. This 
is the case when P is a ranked poset. Suppose P is a bounded ranked poser 
of rank n+l .  Let S~_[n] and Ps be the subposet of P with elements 
{x E P :  rank(x) ~ S} u {0, 1} and the order relation induced from that on 
P. Ps is a rank-selected subposet. Two poset invariants associated with rank 
selection are: 
0~s := # {xl < x2 < ... < Xls I : rank(xi) E S for each i}, 
the number of chains in P consisting of elements from each rank in S 
(equivalently, the number of maximal chains in Ps), and the invariant/?, 
whose topological significance will appear later (see also [ 7]), 
fix := ~ (-1)Fx-rJ0~:~. 
T~_S 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let P be a (finite) poset, ranked and bounded. Let fbe  
a function in the incidence algebra of P which assumes non-negative integer 
values, and P ( f  ; q) an f-q-analogue of P with projection map ~o. Then 
(i) Given a rank selection S~_ In], q) induces a surjective simplicial 
map q~s: A(P(f;  q)s) ~ A(Ps) which preserves dimension and, extended by 
linearity, commutes with the boundary operators on the chain complexes of 
A (P ( f  ; q)s) and A(Ps). 
(ii) I f  Xl < x2 < ... < xm is' a chain in P, then the number of chains 
XI<X2<- - -<Xrn  such that cp(XI<X2< . . .  <Xrn)=Xl<X2< . . .  <X m 
is equal to 
qf(Xm, "f ) . q f (X~- l ,  Xm) . q f (X , , _> xm--1) . . . . .  q f (X l ,  x2) 
Among these, 
qf (Xm l,xm) . q f (Xm-2 ,  Xm-l)  . . . . .  q f (X l ,X2)  
have a prescribed largest element, Xm ~ q~--l(Xm). 
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(iii) Any two f-q-analogues of P have the same Zeta polynomial and 
the same characteristic polynomial. I f  P is ranked and S is a subset of ranks, 
then all analogues P(f; q) have the same O~s(P(f; q)) and the same 
fls(P(f; q)). 
Proof. (i) By Remark 1.1.3, cp preserves chain length and rank, and it 
follows directly from Definition 1.1 that ~o s is surjective. The map Cps 
extends linearly to a map on the chain complex of A(P(f; q)s) and it is 
easy to see that it commutes with the boundary operator. 
(ii) This follows easily from (OA2). 
(iii) The last part of the proposition follows from (i) and (ii). First, 
the Zeta polynomial counts multichains according to their number of 
elements, hence, it is determined by the count of chains according to 
length. Second, the M6bius function is the alternating sum of the num- 
ber of chains counted by length. Thus, the Zeta polynomial and charac- 
teristic polynomial of P(f; q) depend only on P,f,  q, not on the parti- 
cular analogue. The same is true of as and fls, since ~0 preserves rank. 
Explicitly, if S = {sl < sa < -.- < Sm} is a subset of ranks of P, then (i) and 
(ii) imply 
o:s(p(f; q)) = ~ qf(xm, i). qf(Xm-l, x,,) . . . . .  qf(Xl, x2), 
c 
where c=(x 1 <x2< ' ' '  (Xm)  ranges over all chains in P such that 
rank(xi) = sie S. | 
In view of Proposition 1.2, two questions arise naturally. Does P have 
f-q-analogues whose M6bius invariant (shared by all other f-q-analogues of 
P) admits a transparent expression? Can the relation between the topologi- 
cal invariants of P(f; q) and P be made more explicit so as to deduce infor- 
mation about the homology of an analogue from that of the ground poset? 
In addressing these questions we will turn to shellable posets P, an impor- 
tant class of posets whose beautiful theory is well developed. We include a 
brief reminder of definitions and facts which will be useful in the sequel. 
For a thorough exposition we refer the interested reader to, e.g., [3], [5], 
and their bibliographies. 
DEFINITION 1.3. 
total ordering 
A pure simplicial complex is shellable if there exists a 
F1 < sh F2 < sh ' ' "  < sh Ft 
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of its facets, called shelling order, such that for each k, 2 ~< k ~< t, if 1 ~< i < k, 
then the intersection of Fk and F; satisfies 
Fkc~Fi c_F~ ~F j=F  k -  {x}, 
for some j < k and vertex x e Fk. 
This definition says that a simplicial complex is shellable if it can be 
"built" by successively adjoining its facets (each, say, d-dimensional), in an 
order such that each facet Fk, k ~> 2, is "attached" to the complex built so 
far along a union of maximal faces of Fk, which form either a ball or a 
sphere of dimension d -1 .  The former must occur when the facet F k is 
attached along some, but not all, of its maximal faces. 
Associated with a particular shelling order of a simplicial complex are 
the restrictions of the facets. The restriction ~(Fk) of the facet Fk is the 
(unique) smallest dimensional face of Fk which is not a face of the complex 
formed by F 1 , Fz, ..., F~_ 1. Alternatively, a vertex x of F k belongs to .~(Fk) 
precisely when Fk--{x} is a face of some "earlier" facet Fe, that is, 
Fk- -{X  } ~F  i for some F i<shF  k. 
It is easy to see that N(F) is empty if and only if F is the first facet in 
the shelling order. 
A bounded poset P is called shellable if its order complex, A(P), 
is shellable in the sense of Definition 1.3. Occasionally we will abuse 
terminology using interchangeably the terms "facet of A(P)" and "maximal 
chain of P," or referring interchangeably to a "shelling of A(P)" and 
"shelling of P." 
Consequences of shellability as well as combinatorial conditions which 
establish the shellability of a poset form the subject of numerous papers 
(for surveys, see [ 3 ], [ 5 ], [ 7 ] ). Of direct interest in the present context are 
the following facts. 
Fact 1.3.1 (follows from [4, Theorem 1.3]). I fa  ranked bounded poset 
P is shellable, then its order complex has the homotopy type of a bouquet 
(wedge) of spheres. Specifically, if P has rank n + 1, then A(P) is a bouquet 
of [/4P)I spheres of dimension n -1 . . , (By  /z(P) we mean, as usual, the 
M6bius function of P, evaluated at (0, 1).) 
Fact 1.3.2 [5, Lemma 7.7.1]. Let A be a shellable complex and fix a 
shelling order of its facets. Then the complex A-{FeA '~(F)=F} is 
acyclic. 
Fact 1.3.3 [5, Theorem 7.7.2]. Let A be a shellable d-dimensional 
complex. Denote by F1, F2, ..., Fm the facets of A satisfying N(F) = F with 
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respect o some fixed shelling order. Then the (reduced) homology of A is 
concentrated in the top dimension, where it is free of rank m, 
{o if ffIi(A) ~- if iCd, 
and ffIa(A) has a basis Cl, c2, ..., Cm consisting of cycles uniquely deter- 
mined by the condition that the coefficient of F~ in @ is the value of the 
Kronecker delta symbol 6,7. 
Fact 1.3.4 [5, Proposition 7.2.2]. If F1,F 2 ..... F t are the facets of a 
shellable complex A, then the intervals [N(Fi), Fi] (viewing faces as sets of 
vertices, and these intervals in the lattice of subsets of the vertex set of A) 
form a partition of the faces of A. 
Now, assuming that P is a bounded shellable poset and that P(f; q) is 
an f-q-analogue of P, the following condition on f will ensure that P(f; q) 
is itself shellable, admitting a shelling order naturally related to one chosen 
for P. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let P be a bounded ranked poset of rank n + 1. 
Suppose P is shellable, fix a shelling order of the facets of A(P), and let 
be the corresponding restriction operator. A function f from the incidence 
algebra of P such that f(0, x) = 0 for all x s P is said to respect he shelling 
order if for every facet F= {xl <. x2 <~ ... <~ xn} of A(P) the following 
holds: if 0 ~< i < j ~< n + 1 and 
(xi, xj) c~ ~(F)  = ~,  
where we put x0 = 0, xn + 1 = 1, then 
f(xi, x j )=f(x i, Xi+l) +f(xi+l, xi+2) + " "  +f(xj_l, xj). 
That is, f must be additive over the "restriction-free" intervals of each 
maximal chain. 
Remark 1.4.1. Suppose P(f; q) is an f-q-analogue of a shellable poset P 
and f respects a shelling of P with restriction operator ~. Then N(F) = 
implies ~o-l(F) consists of only one facet of A(P(f; q)). Indeed, we get 
f(O, "[)= ~ f(x,, xi+l), 
i=0  
where F=(X l  ~x2 ~ -.- ~x , ) ,  x0=0,  x ,+l  ='1. Since f(0, x )=0 for all x, 
we must have f(xi, x~+ 1)= 0 for all i. Proposition 1.2(ii) now implies that 
q~-l(F) consists of only one facet of A(P(f; q)). 
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Remark 1.4.2. Let xsF -N(F )  and a <~x <-b, where aEFu {0} and 
b~Fw{'[}.  Let ~o(B)=b and suppose X,X'e~o-l(x),  XvaX ', and 
X, X '~ B. I f f  respects the shelling, then there is no A ~ q~-l(a) such that 
both Xand X' cover A. To see this, observe that for every A e (p-~(a) there 
exists, by (OA3), some preimage of x between A and B. Together with 
(OA2) this implies that qf~,x)+Z(~,b) is an upper bound for the number 
qf(~, b) of preimages of a which are smaller than B. When f respects the 
chosen shelling order, this upper bound is achieved and this can happen 
only if the subposet of P(f; q) formed by {B} w {X: X ~ B, (p(X)= x} w 
{A:A<B,  ~o(A) =a} has a tree for its Hasse diagram. Hence, no A can 
be covered by both X and X'. 
Successive applications of Remark 1.4.2 prove that for xi, xj as in 
Definition 1.4 and a fixed Xj~ (p-l(xj), the subposet of P(f; q) formed by 
{Xj} w { Y: Y<Xj,  ~o(Y)E [x~, xj] c~F} has a tree for its Hasse diagram. 
In particular, when i = 0, this tree is a path. 
Remark 1.4.3. Suppose that f respects a shelling of P and that 4 and 
T are two facets of A(P(f; q)) such that ~o(4) = cp(T) =F  and .~(F) _ 
c#(4 ~ T). Then 4 = T. This follows from Remark 1.4.2. 
We will now see that i f f  respects a shelling of P then P(f; q) admits a 
shelling order which projects naturally to the shelling of P respected by f 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let P(f; q) be an f-q-analogue of a shellable poset P. 
Suppose that f respects aparticular shelling order F 1 <sh F2 < sh"" < sh Ft of 
the facets of A(P). Define a total order relation, <SH on the facets of 
A( P ( f  ; q) ), by setting ~<SH 4 tf Cp(g t) <sh c#(4), and ordering the facets in 
(p-l(Fi) arbitrarily for each i, 1 <. i<. t. Then 
(i) <SH is a shelling of A(P(f; q)) and 
(ii) ~o and ~ commute. 
Proof (i) Let 7J<SH 4. We must verify that there exists 40<sH 4 
such that 4 c~ g*___ 4 c~ 4 o = 4 - { X}, for some element X in 4. 
First suppose that q~(4)----Fk and ~o(7 ~) =F i  with FkCFi. Then, by the 
definition of <SH, we have F i <sh Fk. Therefore, there exists a facet Fj of 
A(P) such that Fj <sh Fk and Fk c~ Fi - Fk c~ Fj = F~ - {x} for some element 
x~F k. Hence, F j=F k -  {x} w {x'} for some element x' ¢x.  Regarding Fj 
as a chain in P -  {0, 1}, let a <x '  <.b in Fkw {0, 1} (putting a=0 i fx  is 
the minimum element of FJ, and b = 1 if x is the maximum element of F). 
Let A =~- l (a )  Q.(4 w {0}), B=cp- l (b)  c~ (4w {i}) (thus, A=0 if a=0,  
and B=I  i fb=l ) .  We have a~x<~b on F~ and a~x '~b on Fj. By 
(OA3) applied to the latter triple and A <B, there exists an element X' 
such that cp(X') =x '  and A < X' < B. Then it is easy to see that 40 := 4 -  
q)-l(x) w {X'} is the desired facet of A(P(f; 
582a/72/I-10 
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Now suppose that ~o(q~)=q~(T)=F. By Remark 1.4.1, N(F) is not 
empty. Remark 1.4.3 ensures that there exists an element x e N(F) such 
that ~o l(x) c~ q~ va ~o-l(x) c~ T. In other words, there exists XE ~, X¢ gt, 
such that cp(X)= x e N(F). By the definition of R(F), there exists a facet 
F o of A(P) such that Fo <sh F and F -  {x} c F o. This implies that F o = F -  
{x} w {x'} for some vertex x' ~ x. The proof now can be completed as in 
the preceding case, by letting ~o=~b-{X} w{X'} for an element 
X' e~o-l(x ') which forms a facet with q~-{X}. 
(ii) We must verify that for every facet ~b of A(P(f; q)) we have 
q~(~(q~)) = N(~o(~)). (Of course, N on the left hand side refers to <SH and 
on the right hand side refers to <sh-) First, suppose that N(qs) is empty. 
Then ~ is the first facet in <SH. The definition of <SH and the fact that 
q~ induces a surjective map (Proposition 1.2(i)) from the facets of 
A(P(f; q)) to those of A(P), imply that <p(~b) is the first facet of A(P) in 
the <~h order. Thus, N(cp(~)) is also empty. 
Assume now that N(qs) is non-empty and let Xe ~(q~). Then there exists 
a facet ~b o and a vertex X' ofA(P(f; q)) such that q~o <sn ~ and ~o = ~-  
{X} w{X'}. If q~(X')¢cp(X), then the facets ~o(~bo) and ~o(~) of A(P) 
satisfy: ~o(qSo) = ~o(qs) - {q~(X)} u {q~(X')} and ~o(~bo) <~h ~0(¢). Thus, 
q~(X)~N(q~(~)). If, on the other hand, cp(X')=~o(X), we still claim 
that x:=~o(X) belongs to N(~o(~)). Suppose on the contrary that 
xCN(~o(q~)) and let a<x~b with ae~o(~)w{0}, becp(~)w{fi}. If 
a = 0, then Remark 1.4.2 gives a contradiction with X¢  X'. If a > 0, then 
Remark 1.4.2 implies that q~ and q~o differ in more than X ¢ X', which con- 
tradicts ~bo=~-{X} w{X'}. We conclude therefore that ~o(N(~))_c 
~(~o(~)). 
Conversely, let ~ be a facet of A(P(f; q)) with non-empty restriction and 
let F=~o(~b). By the previous inclusion, ~o(N(~))~N(q~(q~)), we have 
N(F) ¢ ~,  so let x e N(F). We will show that the element X in ~ which 
maps to x belongs to N(~). Since x e~(F), there exists a facet Fo <~h F
and x' Cx  such that F--  {x} ~ {x'} =F  o. With a, b, A, B defined as in the 
preceding paragraph, (OA3) guarantees an element X' in P(f; q) such that 
q~o :=~b-  {X} w {X'} is a facet of A(P(U; q)). Moreover, ~o<sn 
because q~(~o)=Fo<~hF=Cp(q~). Thus XeN(~)  and the proof of 
Proposition 1.5 is complete. | 
Remark 1.5.1. The fact that in <SH we may take arbitrary orderings of 
the facets in ~o l(Fi) suggests that Theorem 1.5 may hold with a condition 
on f weaker than that required by Definition 1.4. 
At this point we may draw some general conclusions about f-q-analogues 
of posets which admit a shelling respected by f 
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THEOREM 1.6. Let P be a bounded ranked poset of rank n + 1, and 
P(f; q) an f-q-analogue of P with projection map ~o. Suppose P admits a 
shelling order <sh which is respected by f Then 
(i) The M6bius function of P(f; q) is given by 
/x(P( f ;  q)) = ( - 1) n+l  E qf(X,, x2)+f(x2, x3)+... +f(x,, i), 
c 
where c = (() ~ X 1 <~ X 2 <~ " ' "  <:~ X n <~ 1) ranges over all maximal chains in P 
such that the facet F(c)= {Xl, x2, ..., x,} of the order complex A(P) satisfies 
F= N(F) (restriction computed with respect o the shelling order <sh). 
(ii) The (n--1)st Betti number of P(f; q) is a polynomial in q with 
non-negative coefficients. 
(iii) The projection cp induces a map B~_l (P( f ;q))~ff I~_ l (P)  so 
that ~ maps onto B, where ~ and B are the bases o f /1 ,_ l (P( f ;  q)) and 
ffI,_l(P ) described in Fact 1.3.3. 
Proof (i) Since by Proposition 1.5(i) P(f; q) is shellable of rank 
n -  1, its M6bius function is equal to 
/~(p(f; q)) = ( _ 1)n-1 # { q~ E A(P(f; q))" N(~b) = ~b}, 
for any shelling order of the facets of A(P(f; q)). Using the shelling order 
<SH of Proposition 1.5, part (ii) of that proposition implies that 
/~(P(f; q)) = ( -  1) "-1 # ~o-l(F), 
FEd(P)  
F=~(F) 
and Proposition 1.2(ii) gives the expression in terms of q and f 
(ii) This follows from part (i), since/~(q) = [#(P(f; q))]. 
(iii) This part of the theorem provides the topological explanation of 
part (ii). Let ~ and B be the bases of I7I,,_,(P(f;q)) and /~n_1(P) 
described in Fact 1.3.3. Let F1, F2, ..., Fm be the facets of A(P) which 
are equal to their restriction, and q~-l(Fi)= {~bi.,, q~i,2, ..., q~i,m,}. By 
Proposition 1.5, the facets ~bi, j are precisely the facets of A(P(f; q)) which 
are equal to their restriction in terms of the shelling order <sH. Let 
~={C; . j :  1 <~i<~m, 1~<j~<mi}, where Ci, j is the cycle in which 0~, s 
appears with coefficient 1, and no other cycle in ~ contains qs,.j. Because 
,co commutes with the boundary operator (by Proposition 1.2(i)) and with 
the restriction operator (by Proposition 1.5(ii)), q~(C;,j) is a cycle in which 
F/ appears with coefficient 1 and no other F appears if N(F) = F. That is, 
q~ projects N onto the basis o f / tn_ , (P  ) described in Fact 1.3.3. ] 
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We now turn to rank-selected subposets. Let P be a ranked bounded 
poset of rank n + 1. It is known ([ 3, Theorem 4.1 ]) that if P is shellable 
then for every S_~ [n] the rank-selected poset Ps is also shellable. Briefly, 
if <~h is a shelling order of the facets of A(P), for each facet C of A(Ps) 
let F(C) be the least facet of A(P) (with respect o <~h) which contains C; 
now set C<~hsC'  if F( C) <sh F( C'); Bj6rner showed that <~hS is a 
shelling order of the facets of A(Ps). 
We wish to formulate an extension of Theorem 1.6 above for order 
analogues of rank-selected posets. To this end we need an observation (see 
[4, proof of Theorem 1.6]) about the relation between the restrictions 
for <~h and Ns for <shs. 
LEMMA 1.7. With the notation above, if F is a facet of A(P) and C is a 
facet of A(Ps), then 
~(F) = ~s(C) if and only if F = F(C). 
Proof Since the first chain in a shelling order is the only one whose restric- 
tion is empty, the lemma holds in this case. Assume now non-empty restriction. 
First we verify that ~s(C) ~ ~(F(C)). Let a ~ ~s(C). Then C-  {a} ~ C' 
for some facet C' of A(Ps) such that C' <shs C, and therefore F(C')<sh 
F(C). This implies that there exists a facet F0 ~ A(P) such that F0 <sh F(C) 
and F(C')c~F(C)~_Foc~F(C)=F(C)-{p} for some p~F(C). Note that 
C-{a} cC '  implies C-{a} ~_F(C')c~F(C), leading to C-{a}=F o. 
Therefore, if p ~ a we get C___ Fo, contradicting the fact that F(C) is the 
least facet in <sh order to contain C. We deduce that p = a, and so we have 
Foc~F(C) =F(C) -{a} .  Therefore F(C)-{a} =F0, and so a~(F(C) ) .  
Next we verify the reverse inclusion, ~(F(C))~_ ~s(C). Let a ~ ~(F(C)),  
and F(C) - -{a}cF  o with Fo<~hF(C ). Note that a~C, otherwise we 
would have C~_F o in contradiction with FO<~hF(C). (So far we have 
shown that ~(F(C)) ~_ C.) Let C' be the facet in A(Ps) whose vertices are 
the elements ofF0 of ranks contained in S. On the one hand, C -  {a} ~ C'. 
On the other, C' <~ s C because F(C') <~h Fo <sh F(C). Hence, a ~ ~s(C). 
This establishes that ~s(C)---~(F) if F=F(C). The converse is now 
immediate. By Fact 1.3.4, no two facets may have the same restriction. 
Hence, if ~s(C)=~(F),  then in fact ~(F(C))= ~(F) ,  so F(C)=F. | 
The first part of the next theorem establishes that Theorem 1.6 applies 
to rank-selected subposets of P and their analogues. The second part gives 
an expression for Betti numbers directly in terms of P and its shelling. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let P be a bounded ranked poset of rank n + 1, and 
P(f; q) an f-q-analogue of P with projection map ~o. Suppose P admits a 
shelling order <sh which is respected by f Let S~ In]. Then 
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(i) The rank-selected subposet P ( f  ; q)s is an f-q-analogue of the rank- 
selected subposet Ps, and f respects the shelling order <sk s. Hence, Theorem 
1.6 applies with P replaced by Ps and P(f; q) replaced by P(f; q)s. 
(ii) The ( ]S I -1 )s t  Betti number of the rank-selected subposet 
P(f; q)s is a polynomial in q with non-negative integer coeffieients. 
Explicitly, if S = { i 1 < i2 < "" < im}, 
fls(q) = ~ qf(Xq, xi2)+f(x, 2, xi 3) +""  +f(xim, 1), 
F 
where F= {xl <x2 < "'" <xn} ranges over the facets of A(P) whose 
restriction satisfies ~(F) = { xj : j E S}. 
Proof (i) The conditions of Definition 1.1 can be verified easily for Ps 
and P(f; q)s. It remains to check th~ f respects the shelling order <shS' 
Let [y ,x ]s  be an interval in Cw {0, 1}, where C is a facet of A(Ps) 
and suppose that (y, X)sC~Ns(C)=;g. Let [y, x] be the interval deter- 
mined by y and x on the chain F(C)w {0, 1} of P, where F(C) is--as 
before--the least facet with respect to <sh which contains C. Since, by 
Lemma 1.7, .~s(C)= N(F(C)), we have (y, x)c~N(F(C))=~b. Let [y, x] = 
{y=yo <- y l<. . .<ym=X} in P and [y ,x ]s={y=yo<yi~< 
Yi2 < "" < Yik = x} also viewed in P. Since f respects the shelling order <~h 
of P we have 
m--1  
f (y ,x )= ~ f(Yj,  Y;+I), 
j -O  
and also 
ir+ I 1 
f(Yir, Yir+z) = ~ f(Yj, Yj+l), 
j=  ir 
for each r=0,  1 , . . . ,k -1 .  We obtain f(y,x)=~rf(yir, Yir+l), hence, J
respect he shelling order <sh s on Ps. 
(ii) By applying Theorem 1.6 to Ps with shelling order <sh s we get 
that 
fls(q) =~ [~ 1(C)t, 
C 
where C ranges over the facets of A(Ps) such that Ns(C)= C. By Lemma 
1.7, each such facet C corresponds uniquely to a facet F(C) of A(P) such 
that ~(F (C) )= C. Using part (i) of this theorem and Proposition 1.2(ii) 
one obtains the desired expression for fls(q). | 
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P(f; q) 
pu + g; q) >- 
P(g; q) 
P 
FIG. 1. Commutative diagram for an (f+g)-q-analogue (Proposition 1.9). 
The next results tackle the relation between order analogues and natural 
operations on f, P, and q. We begin with a discussion of how order 
analogues behave with respect o addition in the incidence algebra. An 
illustration of Proposition 1.9 appears in Section 3. 
PROPOSmON 1.9. Suppose P(f; q) and P(g; q) are order analogues of a 
poset P. Then an ( f  + g)-q-analogue of P exists which is an f-q-analogue oJ 
P(g; q) and a g-q-analogue of P ( f  ; q), such that the projection maps form the 
commutative diagram in Fig. 1. Furthermore, if P admits a shelling order 
which is respected by f and g, then P ( f  + g; q) is shellable, and admits a 
shelling respected by f+ g. 
Proof We construct an (f+g)-q-analogue, P(f+g;q),  of P. Let 
~of: P(f; q) ~P  and ~0g: P(g; q) ~P  be the projection maps for the f-q- 
and g-q-analogue assumed to exist. As the set of elements of P(f+ g; q) we 
take the disjoint union of cartesian products 
U eT'(x) x e2'(x). 
x~P 
Note the analogy with a categorical pullback. We set ( I11, II2) ~ (X1,)(2) 
if and only if Y1 < X1 in P(f; q) and Y2 ~ X2 in P(g; q). As projection map 
we take q)(X1, X2):=q~z(X1)=~og(X2), and (OA1) is obviously satisfied. 
To verify (OA2), let z<x in P and q~(X1, X2)=x. Then (Zt, Z2)< 
(X1, X2) and q~(Z~, Z2) = z if and only if Z~ < X1, Z2 < X2, and Cpz(Z~) = 
q)~(Z2) = z. By (OA2) for P(f; q) and P(g; q), the number of such (Z1, Z2) 
is qy(Z,x), qg(Z,x), since Z 1 and Z2 can be chosen independently subject o 
the above conditions. Thus (OA2) holds. We omit the equally easy 
verification of condition (OA3). 
For the ( f+  g)-q-analogue of P constructed above, it is easy to check 
that it is a g-q-analogue of P(f; q) with projection map ~kg: P(f+g; q) 
P(f; q), ~g(X1, X2) = X1, and an f-q-analogue of P(g; q) with projection 
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e( f ;  q~) 
P(/; q~q2) ..... > P 
P(f; q2) 
FIG. 2. Commutative diagram for anf-qlq2-analogue (Proposition 1.10). 
map Of: P( f  + g; q) -~ P(g; q), Of(X1, X2) = X2. The commutativity of the 
diagram is immediate. 
If P is shellable and if f and g respect a shelling order of the facets of 
A(P), it is obvious that f+  g satisfies the condition of Definition 1.4. Thus, 
by Proposition 1.5, P(f+g; q) is shellable and Theorems 1.6 and 1.8 
apply. | 
Note, as a corollary of Proposition 1.9, that a similar result holds for 
non-negative integer multiples o f f  Another similar result holds when q is 
replaced by a multiple of q. The proof is similar and we omit it. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Suppose P(f; ql) and P(f; q2) are order analogues of 
a poset P. Then an f-q1 q2-analogue of P exists which is an f-qz-analogue of 
P ( f  ; ql) and an f-q1-analogue of P(f; q2), and such that the projection maps 
form a commutative diagram (Fig. 2). 
Next we turn to the question of how order analogues behave with 
respect o three other operations on posets: direct product, ordinal sum, 
and certain subposets (not necessarily rank-selected). In each case, 
assuming that P, Q are bounded posets and that order analogues P(f; q) 
and Q(g; q) exist, we will describe an order analogue. By [ 8, Theorem 8.3 ] 
and [3, Theorem 4.4], the direct product and ordinal sum of two shellable 
posets P and Q are also shellable. Here we will exhibit functions in the 
appropriate incidence algebras which respect particular shellings. 
Recall that the direct product P x Q of two posets is the cartesian 
product ordered by (xl, Yl) ~< (x2, Y2) if x~ ~< x2 in P and y~ ~< Y2 in Q. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. I f  P(f; q) is an f-q-analogue of P and Q(g; q) is a 
g-q-analogue of Q, then P ( f  ; q) × Q(g; q) is an ( f× g)-q-analogue of P x Q, 
where (f×g)((xl ,yl) ,  (x2, y2))=f(xl ,xz)+g(yl ,y2).  I f  P and Q are 
bounded shellable posets and if f and g respect some shelling of P and Q 
respectively, then ( f× g)-q-analogues of P × Q are shellable. 
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Proof Denote by ~of and Cpg the projection maps for the analogues of 
P and Q in the hypothesis. Let ~o: P(f; q) x Q(g; q) --, P x Q be defined as 
~o(X, Y)= (~of(X), ~og(Y)). Clearly, fxg  is a non-negative integer valued 
function in the incidence algebra o fP  x Q. It is easy to check that P(f; q) x 
Q(g; q) is an ( fx  g)-q-analogue of P x Q, with projection map q~. 
Suppose now that P and Q are shellable. I f f  and g respect some shelling 
of P and Q respectively, then P(f; q) and Q(g; q) are shellable. By a result 
of Bj6rner and Wachs [8, Theorem 8.3], P(f; q)x Q(g; q) and Px  Q are 
shellable. The point of the remainder of the proof is to show that f x g 
respects a particular shelling of P x Q, hence, all (fxg)-q-analogues of
P x Q are shellable. 
We begin by recalling the shelling for a product described in [ 8 ]. Let 
<sh P be a shelling order of the facets of A(P) which is respected by f, and 
similarly <shQ for A(Q) and g. A facet C of A(PxQ) is determined by 
three data: a facet Fp(C) of A(P), a facet FQ(C) of A(Q), and a sequence 
a(C) of length dim(A(P))+dim(A(Q))+2 whose ith entry is 0 or 1 
~cording to whether on the ith covering of the chain C w {(0p, 0Q), 
( le, 1Q)} it is the P or the Q component which increases. Clearly, the 
number of O's and the number of l's are determined by the ranks of P 
and Q, and do not vary with C. Following [8, Theorem 8.3], a shelling 
order for the facets of A(P x Q) is given by the lexicographic order on the 
triples (o-(C), Fp(C), FQ(C)), using, in the three components, lexicographic 
order on 0-1-sequences, <sh ~,, and <sh Q, respectively. Denote this order 
by <shPxQ' 
It remains to verify that fxg  respects the shelling order <~hP×Q 
described above. This will be clear once we characterize the restriction 
~(C) of a facet C~A(Px Q), with respect o <~hPxQ. Let (a, b) ~ (x,y) 
~, d) be two successive coverings on the maximal chain Cu  {(Op, OQ), 
(1p, 10)} and examine their corresponding entries in rr(C). Suppose first 
that these entries are 0 and 1, respectively. This forces x = c and y = b, and 
there is only one chain of the form C '= C-  {(x,y)} • {(x',y')}, with 
(x,y)--/:(x',y'), namely, for (x',y')=(a,d). But then ¢r(C')>lexa(C), so 
(x, y)¢N(C).  Suppose next that the entries in a(C) corresponding to the 
coverings (a, b) ~ (x, y) <. (c, d) are 1 and 0, respectively. In this case, we 
must have (x, y) = (a, d) and we obtain the chain C' = C-  {(x, y)} u 
{(c, b)} which satisfies a(C') <lexo-(C). Hence C'<shP×Q C and thus 
(x, y )e  N(C). Suppose now that the entries in o-(C) corresponding to the 
coverings (a, b) ~ (x, y) ~ (c, d) are both equal to 1. In this case we have 
a=x=c and x'=a for any chain of the form C'=C-{(x ,y)}u 
{(x',y')}, with (x,y)¢(x',y'). This means that a(C')=a(C) and 
Fe(C')=Fp(C), so C'<~hP×e C iff FQ(C')<shQFQ(C ). But  FQ(C')= 
FQ(C)-- {y} u {y'}, hence, (x,y)~N(C) iff ysN(FQ(C)). Finally, by a 
similar argument, if the entries in a(C) corresponding to the coverings 
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l 
(~,d) 
(~',y') (x,y) 
(a,b) 
FIG. 3. Generic case in the proof of Proposition 1.11. 
(a,b)~(x,y)~(c,d) are both equal to 0, then (x,y)~(C) iff 
xeN(Fe(C)). (See Fig. 3.) 
This discussion implies that (1) between two elements consecutive in 
N(C) the entries of o-(C) must be a (possibly empty) sequence of O's (i.e., 
constant Q-component in the elements of C) followed by a (possibly 
empty) sequence of l's (i.e., constant P-component in the elements of C), 
and (2) no element in between two consecutive "0-coverings" has its 
P-component in N(Fp(C)), and no element in between two consecutive 
"l-coverings" has its Q-component in .~(FQ(C)). Since f respects <she and 
g respects <sho, it now follows that fxg  respects <shPxQ" We omit 
further details. | 
Note that the characterization of the elements (x,y)~(C) for 
Ce A(P x Q) with shelling order <sh p×e shows that C= N(C) if and only 
if Fp(C)= Y2(Fp(C)) in A(P), FQ(C)= N(FQ(C)) in A(Q), and a(C) con- 
sists of a sequence of l's followed by a sequence of 0's. Therefore we 
recover the well-known fact that /~(PxQ)=I~(P)/~(Q), since facets 
Ce A(P x Q) such that ~(C)  = C correspond bijectively with pairs of facets 
(Fe(C), FQ(C))E A(P)x A(Q) each of which is equal to its restriction. 
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The ordinal sum P @ Q of two posets P and Q is the poset on the dis- 
joint union of P and Q, ordered by y ~< x if (i) x, y e P and y ~< x in P; or 
(ii) x, y ~ Q and y ~< x in Q; or (iii) y ~ P and x s Q. The following proposi- 
tion gives an order analogue for P® Q when a P(f; q) and a Q(g; q) exist. 
For the natural candidate P(f; q)@ Q(g; q), the definition of the function 
f (~g is suggested by condition (OA2). 
PROPOSITION 1.12. I f  P(f; q) is an f-q-analogue of P and Q(g; q) is a 
g-q-analogue of Q, then P( f  ; q) • Q(g; q) is an ( f  O g)-q-analogue of P • Q, 
where 
~g(y,x) if y, x6Q 
( f@g)(y ,x )=~f(y ,x )  if y, xeP  
( f (y ,  le) if y~P,x~Q. 
If P and Q are shellable posets and if f and g respect some shelling of P and 
Q respectively, then (f(~g)-q-analogues of P® Q are shetlable. 
Proof The choice of a projection map q~: P(f; q )•  Q(g; q)~ PQ Q is 
obvious: 
~cpf(X) if X~P(f;q), 
~o(X) = [~og(S) if Xs Q(g; q), 
where q~f and ~Og are the projections for the analogues P(f; q) and Q(g; q). 
The verification that Definition 1.1 is satisfied is easy and we omit it. 
The shelling orders <sh P for P and <~h Q for Q assumed by hypothesis 
yield a shelling order <sh P G Q as follows ([ 3, Theorem 4.4] ). The facets of 
A(P@ Q) correspond bijectively with the pairs of facets (Ce, CQ)~ A(P)x 
A(Q). Let <~h PeQ be the lexicographic order on the pairs (C e, CQ), using 
<she in the first component and <shQ in the second component. The 
restriction map is then given by N(C)=N(Ce)w N(CQ) (where the three 
restrictions are, in order, taken with respect o <sh P e o, <sh P and <sh Q). 
It is trivial to verify that f@g respects <s~v®Q- | 
Note that if P has a maximum and/or Q has a minimum, then no facet 
of P ® Q is equal to its restriction. This is consistent with the fact that the 
M6bius function is zero for posers which can be partitioned as 
Aw{x}wB,  with a<x<b for all a6A, b~B. Topologically, this 
corresponds to the order complex being a cone (x is the apex), hence 
acyclic. 
The next result pertains to analogues of certain types of subposets, not 
necessarily rank-selected. Case (ii) below is the counterpart for shellable 
posets of [3, Proposition 2.8] which treats EL-shellable posers (defined 
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later in this section). An illustration of the following proposition appears in 
Section 5, where we consider analogues of the lattice of non-crossing 
partitions, viewed as a subposet of the set partition lattice. 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Let P(f;  q) be an f-q-analogue of a poset P, and Q a 
bounded subposet of P which contains the minimum element, O, of P. Then 
Q has an f-q-analogue Q(f; q) which is a subposet of P(f;  q). I f  in addition 
P is shellabIe and f respects a shelling order of P, then subposets Q ~_ P of 
the two types below have shellable f-q-analogues Q( f  ; q) ~_ P ( f  ; q): 
(i) Q = [5, t], that is, a principal ideal in P; 
A A 
(ii) Q contains O, 1 and has the property that for every y, x ~ Q such 
that y < x, if a saturated chain x <. z 1 <. z 2 <... • <. zr <. y in P is contained 
in a facet F~ A(P) with z i (~ ~(F)  for all i, then zi ~ Q for all i. 
Proof Let q~: P(f;  q) ~ P be the projection map. For a bounded sub- 
poset Q which contains 0, denote its maximum element by x~, and let 
X~ ~ q~-l(xi). Consider the subset Q(f; q) := ~0-1(Q) c~ [5, X~] of P(f; q) 
with the order relation induced from P(f; q). A simple argument, which we 
omit, shows that Q(f; q) is an f-q-analogue of Q with the restriction of q~ 
as projection map. Note that different choices of X~ may give non- 
isomorphic analogues Q(f  ; q). 
Before continuing the proof, we recall that by [3, Theorem 4.2] any 
interval [ y, z] of a shellable poser P is shellable, and a specific shelling 
order <shEy, x3 is induced from <she on A(P) as follows: first fix a longest 
chain c having y as its maximum and a longest chain d having x as its 
minimum; for every facet 7 of A([y, x]), C (y ) :=cwTwd is a maximal 
chain in P; now let 7' <sh~y, xl ~ if C( / )  <~hP C(7). It is not hard to verify 
that 
~hEy, x~(7) ---- ~sh ~,(C(~)) c~ (y, x). (1.13.1) 
Consider now case (i), Q= [5, t]. By relation (1.13.1) and the fact that 
f respects <sh P, it is clear that f restricted to elements from Q respects the 
shelling <~hE6, t]. So Theorem 1.6 applies. 
Let us prove case (ii). Let y < x in P. The first facet of A([ y, x]) in the 
shelling order <shEy. xa has empty restriction, that is, it is contained in a 
maximal chain of P whose restriction with respect to <~hP lies outside 
(y, x). Hence, each pair y < x is joined in P by some chain such as in the 
condition for case (ii). P being ranked, this implies that if x covers y in Q, 
then x covers y in P. We conclude that Q is ranked (as is the-case in [ 3, 
Proposition 2.8 ]). In fact, Q is a union of maximal 0-1-chains in P. Let 
<shQ be the order C~ <shQ C2<shQ''" "~shQ Cu induced from <shP to the 
facets which belong to A(Q). (Note that C~ coincides with the first facet 
F~ ~ A(P) in <sh P since F~ provides a "restriction-free" chain joining 0 and 
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l, so condition (ii) implies F~ cA(Q).) We claim that <shQ is a shelling 
order. Let Ci<shQ Ck. Then Ci<~he Ck viewed as facets of P. Since <~hP 
is a shelling order, there is FeA(P) such that F<~hp Ck and Ckc~ Ci--- 
C~,c~F= Q-  {p} for somep e Ck_c Q. Let a ~p <.b in Ckw {0, i}. Since 
Ck--{p} oF,  we have peN(Ck) with respect o <~hP. Therefore there 
must exist a p' Cp such that C~ - {p} w {p'} gives the first, empty-restric- 
tion, chain in the interval-shelling <sh~a, bl as discussed above, where the 
chains c and d are taken to be subchains of C,. The conditions in (ii) imply 
now that p 'e  Q, so we have C s := C k -  {p} w {p'} cA(Q) and Cj<~h P Q.  
Thus, Cj<shQ Ck and Ckc~ C~_~ Ckc~ Cj-- Ck-- {p}, which proves that 
<sh Q is a shelling of Q. 
It is obvious that if CsA(Q) then N~hQ(C) z_cN~hp(C ). Conversely, if 
peN~hi~(C ), let a~p~b with a,b~Cu{O, 1}, and it follows that 
P~NshQ(C) by an argument similar to the one used in the previous 
6 
Fie. 4. Arbitrary intervals in P(J~ q) may not be f-q-analogues. Here, q = 3. 
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paragraph in proving that <sh Q is a shelling order for Q. Thus, the restric- 
tions for <~hp and <~he agree on the facets of Q. It follows, since f 
respects <~hP, that frespects <she" Hence, by Proposition 1.5, Q(f; q) is 
shellable. | 
Note that the hypothesis 0~ Q in Proposition 1.13 plays an important 
role, as shown by the example in Fig. 4, where P is a 4-element chain, 
<~ z <~ y ~ 1, q = 3, the non-trivial values of f are: f(z,  y) = 1, f(z,  3)^= 
f (y,  1)=2,  and we choose Q={z,y ,  3}. Notice that no interval [Z, 1], 
Z~o-~(z ) ,  is an f-3-analogue of Q, indeed, no such interval is a 
g-3-analogue of Q for any g which is valued in the non-negative integers. 
A combinatorial condition which ensures that a bounded ranked poset 
P is shellable is the existence of an EL-labeling--a certain type of labeling 
of the covering relations in P (called L-labeling in [3]; see also [7]). It 
turns out that the examples in subsequent sections which illustrate the 
general results above for several classes of posets of independent interest, 
are in fact EL-shellable posets. Therefore, for later ease in exposition, in the 
remainder of this section we translate xplicitly in terms of EL-shellings the 
main conclusions of the preceding discussion. 
DEFINITION 1.14. A bounded ranked poset P is EL-shellable if there 
exists a labeling 2 of its covering relations, using labels from a totally 
ordered set, such that for all pairs of elements x, ysP  with y <x,  (i) there 
exists a unique increasing saturated chain x=y o ~Y l  ~ "'" ~Ym=Y,  i.e., 
• ~(Yi- l ,Yi)  <~2(Yi, Yi+l) for all i=  1, 2 ..... m-1 ,  and (ii) the sequence of 
labels along this chain is lexicographically smaller than the sequence of 
labels along every other saturated y-x chain. 
For brevity, we will refer to the (unique) increasingly labeled saturated 
chain from y to x as "the 2-increasing y-x chain" or just "the increasing y-x 
chain." 
EL-shellable posets are shellable ([3, Theorem 2.3]). The restriction 
~(F)  of a facet F={x~x2~ ... ~xn} of  A(P) turns out to be the 
descent set of the corresponding maximal 0-1-chain, 0 =x  0 <.x~ <-.. .  <- 
xn4x ,+ l=3.  That is, N(F)={x i '2 (x i _~,x i )>,~(x i ,  i+l)}. Thus, 
Proposition 1.13(ii)gives [3, Proposition 2.8] for EL-shellable posets. 
The condition that f respects the shelling becomes, in the case of 
EL-shellability, ~
f (Y ,x )=f (Yo ,  Y l )+f (Y~,Ya)+ "'" +f(Ym--l,Ym) (1.14.1) 
for every y<x and 2-increasing chain Y=Yo ~Y~ ~ "'" ~ym=x.  If this 
condition holds, we will say that f respects the EL-labeling 2. 
Recall from Definition 1.1 that f(0, x) = 0 and f (y ,  x) ~> 0 for all x, y ~ P. 
Therefore, taking y = 0 in Definition 1.4, it follows that if f respects an 
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EL-labeling 2 of P, then f(Yi, Y~+l)=O for each covering along the 
2-increasing chain 0 = Y0 ~ Y~ < "'" < Ym = x, for each x E P. 
Under the assumption of an EL-shelling, Proposition 1.5 implies the 
following. 
COROLLARY 1.15. Let P be an EL-shellable poset with labeling 2, f a 
function in the incidence algebra of P, and P ( f  ; q) an f-q-analogue for P. I f  
f respects 2, then P(f; q) is EL-shellable with labeling A(Y~X)= 
2(9(Y) <~ 9(X)). 
Proof. The labeling A is the most natural candidate for an EL-labeling 
of an analogue in the sense that each chain in P(f; q) will have the same 
sequence of labels as its image in P under the projection map. Therefore, 
it suffices to verify that the labeling A( Y < X) := 2(9(Y) < 9(X)) produces 
exactly one increasing chain between any two comparable lements of 
P(f; q). Indeed, if y < x in P, then the 2-increasing y-x chain is restriction- 
free, hence it pulls back to exactly one Y-X chain for each Xe  9-1(x)  and 
Y~9-1(y)  c~[(),X]. | 
Since, in the case of EL-shellings, the restriction is given by the descent 
set of the label sequence, part (ii) of Theorem 1.8 can be rephrased as 
follows: 
P(Ps(f: q)) = ( - 1 )lsl + 1 2 q f(x'l" ~,2) +f(xi2. ~31 + +f(x~lsl, i)
c 
where the sum is over all maximal chains c = (0 <~ Xl <- -.- <. xn ~ 1) in P 
having descents precisely at ranks in S= {il, iz ..... ilsl}. 
In closing this section, let us remark that a good source for functions f 
is as follows. Supp le  that F: P ~ 2 x is a set-valued function on P for some 
set X, such that F(0) =F(1)  = ~.  Let f (y ,  x )= [F(y)--F(x)] ify<<.x in P. 
This type of situation will occur in the examples presented in the remainder 
of the paper. 
2. ANALOGUES OF A PRODUCT OF CHAINS 
As a first illustration we show how the situation studied in [ 11 ] (from 
where Fig. 5 is borrowed) falls within the framework of f-q-analogues 
described above. 
Following the notation in [11], we let p=(pl~p2>~ ... >~PK) be a 
tuple of positive integers and we write P = [ 0, p ] for the product poset of 
k chains the ith one of which consists of p~+ 1 elements. Alternatively, 
P = [0, p] is the (distributive) lattice of order ideals of the disjoint union 
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Fro. 5. The lattice L(2 ' 2. 1) is an f-q-analogue of the product of chains of cardinalities 2, 
2, and 1. Here, q = 2. 
of k chains, C1~ C2u- . -u  Q ,  the ith one of which consists of Pi 
elements. Thus, an element in x E P is an order ideal of C1 u C: u ... w C~ 
and can be encoded by a k-tuple of integers (x,, ..., xk) with 0 ~< xi ~< pi for 
all i. 
Next we exhibit an EL-labeling 2 of P which was used in [ 11 ]. In order 
to define 2, first we label the elements of the k disjoint chains. If th is the 
total number of chain elements whose height is h or less, and if a e C~ has 
height h + 1, then a receives label t h + i. (Note that t_~ = 0.) For example, 
if p = (3, 3, 2, 1), the k = 4 chains are labeled as shown in Fig. 6. 
Now, if y ~ x in P, set 2(y, x) equal to the label of the element in the 
set difference x -y  of the ideals x and y. Note that any labeling of the 
8 9 
1 2 3 4*  
C1 C2 C3 6"4 
FIG. 6. Labeling of the disjoint union of chains. 
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chains which is a linear extension will provide an EL-labeling of P in this 
manner [7 ]. 
Now we will define the function f It corresponds with inversions in a 
partial tabloid [ 11, Example 1.3 and p.7]. Consider y <x  in P= [0, p], 
that is, y<x as ideals in ClVaCzw .--~oC~. First, for an element 
be Cic~ (x -y )  we define 
Inv(b) := {(a, b) : ae Cjc~ y, j>  i, ht(a) = ht(b)} 
w {(a, b) :ae Cjny,  j< i ,  ht(a) =ht (b )+ 1}, 
where ht denotes the height of an element on the chain to which it belongs. 
Now, the function f is defined by 
f (y,  x) = U Inv(b) . 
b~x--y 
In the example where p = (3, 3, 2, 1), for y = (3, 1, 0, 1) = { 1, 5, 8, 2, 4} 
and x=(3 ,2 ,1 ,1 )={1,5 ,8 ,2 ,6 ,3 ,4}  we get f (y ,x )=3 from the pairs 
(a, b) = (8, 6), (4, 3), (5, 3). 
It is easy to see that f respects the EL-labeling 2 of P = [ 0, p ]. Suppose 
Y =Yo <Yl < "" <Ym =x is the 2-increasing y-x chain in P= [0, p]. Then 
f(Yo, Ym) =f(Y0, Yl) +f(Yl,  Y2) + "'" +f(Ym--1, Y,,) holds because the sets 
whose cardinalities contribute to f (y i ,  Yi +1) for different i's are disjoint and 
it is precisely their union which contributes to f(Yo, Ym)" 
Based on [ 11 ], an f-q-analogue of P = [ 0, p ] for prime q is the lattice 
L e of subgroups of an abelian q-group of type p, that is, G~-Z/qPlZ x 
Z/qmZ x ... x Z/qPkZ. The projection map (p associates to each subgroup 
its type. It follows from [ 11 ] that Lp satisfies (OA1) and (OA2) w i th fand  
q) as described above. A crucial role in this verification is played by 
Birkhoff's (algorithmic) bijection from subgroups of G to standard 
matrices, and a variation on this bijection due to Butler (see [ 10] ). Finally, 
(OA3) follows from the general theory of abelian groups. 
An extensive study of Lp appears in [ 10], [ 11 ]. Here we recover esults 
of [ 11 ] by applying Theorem 1.8. which extends the analogous results for 
semimodular lattices presented there. 
The M6bius function of P, hence also of P(f; q), is null, except when P 
is a Boolean lattice B,. Observe that in this case 
f (y,  x) = inv(a 1 a2-.-alylbl. . ,  blx_yl), 
where aa through aly I are the labels of the elements of the ideal y in 
increasing order, and bl through blx yl are the labels of the elements in the 
set difference x -y  also in increasing order. The notation inv(~r) stands for 
the number of inversions in a word that is, inv(o-) = ]{ i < j  : o-(i) > cr(j)} I. 
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In P=B n there is only one facet equal to its restriction (its label 
sequence is n, n -  1, ..., 1). Thus, Theorem 1.8 leads to 
/~(B,,(f; q)) = ( - 1)" qO 
for all f-q-analogues of P = B,. In particular, this is the M6bius function 
for the analogue L(1,~ which is isomorphic to the lattice of subspaces of an 
n-dimensional vector space over the field GF(q). So we recover the formula 
for the M6bius function of the subspace lattice (see, e.g., [ 1 ], [24]). More 
generally, for the selection of ranks S _c { 1, 2, ..., n - 1 }, 
tt(B., s(f; q)) = ( - 1)Ls, + qinV(a), 
o-~Sn 
Des(c~) =S 
a q-analogue refinement of the Eulerian numbers. This example will be 
mentioned again in Section 8 where analogues of distributive lattices are 
discussed. 
3. AN ANALOGUE FOR SUMS OF FUNCTIONS 
This section provides an illustration of Proposition 1.9, using the poset 
P - -  H, ,  the lattice of partitions of [n]. 
A partition B1/B2/ . . . /B  t of [n] is, as usual, an unordered collection of 
nonempty, pairwise disjoint subsets Bi ~-[n], called blocks, whose union is 
[n]. We will index the blocks in increasing order of their minimum 
elements, and we will denote by b(i) the index of the block containing the 
element i, and by mi the minimum element in Bi. 
The collection H,  of all partitions of [ n ] is known to form a geometric 
lattice under the refinement order. In this order relation, y ~ x if the parti- 
tion x is obtained from y by replacing two blocks of y, say, B~ and B j, with 
their union, and if we set 2(y <.x) equal to max(mi, mj), then 2 is an 
EL-labeling of P = Hn ([ 3, Example 2.9 ] ). 
Fix an integer i e [ n ] and define, for x ~ Hn, 
LS i (x )  := {(mj, i) " j < b( i), i,~ m~(i~}. 
In particular, we obtain the empty set if i is the minimum element of its 
block in x. The origin of the notation L~ lies with a set partition statistic, 
Is (for "left smaller" [26]), which is briefly described in the next section. 
ILSil can be viewed as a "partial Is" statistic. 
582a/72/1-11 
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We consider the function f~ in the incidence algebra of P = Hn defined by 
f~(y, x) = [LS~(y)- LS~(x)[ 
for y~<x. 
For example, in //s, if i=5  then for y=168/2 /3 /457  and 
x= 1368/2 /457  we obtain LSs(y ) = {(1, 5), (2, 5), (3, 5)}, LSs(x)= 
{(1,5), (2,5)}, and f s (y ,x )=l .  It is obvious that f~(x ,x )=0 and 
f~(0, x) = 0 for all x ~// ,  and all i. 
Remark 3.1. Before checking that f~ respects the EL-labeling 2 of 
P--17,, let us make a simple but useful remark about the relation between 
LSi(x ) and LS~(y) i f y<x in P. If i is not the minimum of its block in y, 
then LSi(x)~_LSg(y), while otherwise the reverse inclusion holds. More 
precisely, suppose that y ~ x in P =/7, ,  and that x is obtained from y by 
merging the blocks Bj  and Bk, with j < k. If i is the minimum element of 
its block in y, then LSg(y) -- ~5, thus 
LS~(y)  - LS~(x)  = ;25. 
If i is not the minimum of its block in y then 
LSi(y) - LSi(x) = ( 
{(ink, i)} if k<b(i), 
{(mj, i),mj+l,i),...,(mk_l,i)} if k=b(i), 
if k>b(i). 
To verify that f~ respects the EL-labeling 2 of P=H, ,  suppose 
Y=Yo <'Yl ~ "'" <Ym--x in 17,. We have 
fiCYo, Yl) -{-fiCYl, Y2) + "'" +fiCYm-l, Ym) 
= ILS, Cyo)-LS¢Cy~)] + ILS~Cy,)-LS, CY2)I + ... 
+ ]LSi(y,~_~)-LSi(ym)l. 
But, if the chain Y=Yo ~ Yl ~ "" "Ym = X is the increasing y-x chain in H,, 
then blocks are merged along this chain in increasing order of their 
minima, and Remark 3.1 implies that this sum equals ]LSi(yo)- 
LSi(Ym)] =fi(Yo, Ym)" Indeed, if i is the minimum of its block in Y0, then 
IL-Si(yo)--LSi(y,~)l=O and, since the chain is increasing, each of 
I L-Si(yl) -LSi(yl+ 1)1 is null. When i is not the minimum in its block of Y o, 
the inclusions of Remark 3.1 imply similarly that f~ satisfies Definition 1.4. 
Thus, f~-q-analogues of P=H,  are shellable. Bennett, Dempsey and 
Sagan [2] gave two explicit constructions of analogues of P=H, ,  with a 
definition of order analogue specific to the set partition lattice. Their 
construction can be easily adapted to obtain f,.-q-analogues in the sense 
/ \ 
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FIG. 7. Part of P(f3; q) and P(f4; q) for P =/-/4. Here q = 2. 
considered here. Thus, f)-q-analogues of P=H,  exist for every i and 
Theorem 1.8 applies. 
It follows then from Proposition 1.9 that P=Hn has shellable 
fs-q-analogues whose shelling projects naturally to Hn, where fs=f j l  + 
fj2+ ... +fj~, for any subset J={ j l< J2  < . . .  <Jk} of {1,2,3,...,n} (we 
could omit 1 and 2 since f l  and f2 are identically zero). In this case, the 
formula of Theorem 1.6 can be written explicitly as follows. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let J= {Jl <J2 < "'" <Jk} ~- {1, 2, 3, ..., n} and fs= 
fJl + fJ~ + "" "fJk with f~ defined in this section. Then for all fFq-analogues oJ 
the set-partition lattice H, the Mabius function is 
/~(P(fs; q ) )=( -1 )  n-~ (n -  1)! [ J l -  1]q [ J2 -  1]q...  [Jk-- 1]q 
( J l -  1 ) ( j2 -  1 ) . . . ( j k -  1) 
Thus, 
t~(P(fj; q)) = ( -  1) --1 qinV(G, j l )+ inv(a ,  j2)+ ... +inv(~r ,  jk)  
~Sn- I  
where, for a permutation ~ in the symmetric group Sn-1, inv(~r,j):= 
I{ l ' l< j ,  a - ' ( l )>~ l(j)}[. 
Proof A facet in A(Hn) which is equal to its restriction with respect o 
A 
the standard EL-labeling of 17. corresponds to a maximal 0-1-chain along 
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which the coverings are labeled n, n -  1 .... ,2. At the covering labeled i, the 
element i is the minimum in its block (and the largest of all block minima), 
and this block is merged with, say, B e, e < i (note that there are i -1  
choices for e). The set LS i of the resulting partition contains e- 1 elements. 
Each of these will contribute only to the value off~ and only on one of the 
subsequent coverings along the decreasingly abeled maximal chain. Hence, 
each i~J  contributes a factor of [ i - l Jq  toward the value of #(P(f j ;  q)), 
and each i ¢ J contributes a factor of i -  1. 
The enumerative interpretation of l~(P(fj; q)) is derived from the well- 
known fact that ~2~sm qinv(~)= [m]q! (see, e.g., [24]). I 
In fact, one can show that the characteristic polynomial of P(f j ;  q) is 
z(P(fs;q), t) ( t _ [ j l _ l ]q ) ( t _ [ j2_ l ]q ) . . . ( t _ [ j k_ l ]q )  ,ill 
s=l  
The above formulae are in a sense partial q-analogues of the well-known 
corresponding formulae for 1I,, Iz(II,)= ( - l )  "-1 (n -  1)! and Z(II,, t)= 
I1~=~ (t-s).  A further discussion of the case J=  {1, 2, 3 .... , n} appears in 
the next section. 
4. ANALOGUES OF THE SET PARTITION LATTICE 
In a recent paper, [2], Bennett, Dempsey and Sagan define a notion of 
q-analogue specifically for the set partition lattice, and construct two 
explicit examples of such analogues. These constructions (even though the 
definition of order analogue in [ 2 ] does not coincide with Definition 1.1) 
turn out to be instances offj-q-analogues with J - -{ 1, 2, 3 .... , n} as dis- 
cussed in Section 3, thus the results of Section 1 apply. In particular, all 
f{1, 2 ...... }-q-analogues of P = H,  are EL-shellable. This answers a question 
posed in [2]. 
For convenience in notation, we write f instead of f{1,2,3 ...... }. By 
Corollary 3.2, all f-q-analogues of P = H,  have M6bius function 
p(P(f ;  q)) = ( - -1 )  " -1  [n--  1]q!. 
We recognize here an enumerative interpretation of the M6bius function as 
the distribution of permutations according to the number of inversions, 
i t (p( f ;q))=(_ l ) , -1  ~ qinv(~). 
o '~Sn_  1 
With the notation and terminology established in Section 3, let LS(x) := 
UT=iL~i(x). It is easy to see that if x=B1/B2/.../BkEII,, then 
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ILS(x)l =Zr=l  ( r -1 ) ( [Br ] -1 ) .  This is the "reduced ls statistic" on set 
partitions which was considered previously in connection with q-analogues 
of the Stirling numbers of the second kind (see [ 19, 20, 21, 26]) and of the 
Narayana numbers (see [22]). The statistic LS agrees with the statistic 
"nin" featuring in [ 2 ]. All analogues of Hn entailed by this section have as 
Whitney numbers a q-analogue of the Stifling numbers of the second kind 
investigated previously by Wachs and White [26]. 
We have 
m 
f(y, x)= [LS(y) - LS(x)[ 
for y ~< x. More explicitly, if y < x in P = Hn, say, x is obtained from y by 
merging the blocks B~ and Bj, i<j, then the pairs (b, a)eLS(y)-LS(x) 
are of the form aeBj-{mj}, be{m~,m~+l .....rnj_l}, or aeB~-{ml} 
with 1 >j, b = mj. Hence, 
f(y, x) = [L--S(y) -LS(x)[ = ([Bj[ -- 1)(j--i) + ~ ( [B l l -  1). 
l>j 
(4.1) 
By Proposition 1.13 (case (i)), if XcP(f;q) with q~(X)=x, then 
[~,X]~_P(f;q) is an f-q-analogue of [0, x]_~P, and we can use 
Theorem 1.6(i) to compute/~(0, X), using any interval (EL)-shelling from 
[ 3, Theorem 4.2]. A decreasingly labeled 0-x chain is obtained by suc- 
cessively merging (among those blocks which do not coincide with a block 
of x) the block with the largest minimum and some other block. The choice 
of the latter is made independently at each stage, and we can express the 
formula in Theorem 1.6(i) as a product. To see this, first observe that for 
each covering along a decreasingly abeled chain, the last sum in (4.1) is 
zero, and that j =mj  and i = mr This shows that in this case the value of 
f on a covering is obtained from a contribution of mj-mi from each 
element in B j -{mj}.  Hence, over all the coverings of a decreasingly 
labeled the chain, the contributions from each element elescope and we 
obtain 
k 
~t(6, X )=( -1 )  n-k 1-[ (Bp--1)!, 
p=l  
where, if B = {al < a2 < ... < a~} is a block of x, then 
( )( ) (2 )  
( . -1 / , : - -  O l  Ol . . . . .  ? 
* 1 i=1  i 1 
and if B is a singleton, then (B -  1)! := 1. 
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For example, for P =//8,  every X~ P(f; q) which projects to x = 1 5 7/ 
2 3 6 8 / 4 has M6bius function/z(0, X) = ( - 1)8 3 (ql - 1 + qS - 1). (q2-2 + 
q3-2+q6 2)(q2-2_}_q3-2). 1 = --(1 q-q4)(1 +q+q4)(1 +q). 
The above formulae for/z(P(f ;  q)) and ~(0, X) appear in [2], where 
they are derived by direct calculation and induction. In the framework 
presented here, these formulae arise using EL-shellability, providing an 
answer to the question in [2] of an explanation for these expressions. 
5. ANALOGUES FOR THE LATTICE OF NON-CROSSING PARTITIONS 
A special class of set partitions is that of non-crossing partitions, that is, 
partitions in which if a, c lie in the same block and b, d lie in the same 
block, where a < b < c < d, then all four elements lie in the same block. The 
set NCn of non-crossing partitions of [n] is a lattice under the refinement 
ordering. It is ranked with the same rank function as Hn, but it is not semi- 
modular, hence not geometric, for n/> 4. (For example, the partition whose 
only nontrivial block is { 1, 3} and the partition whose only nontrivial 
block is {2, 4} do not satisfy the semimodularity condition.) Among the 
papers treating enumerative and structural properties of NCn we cite [ 14], 
[16], [18], [22], [23]. 
Consider the partition lattice Hn as in the preceding sections, with the 
shelling given by the usual EL-labeling^described in Section 3, and view 
NC, as a subposet of Hn. Obviously, 0, 1 ~ NC,. If y < x are two non- 
crossing partitions of In] and i fy=yo <Yl <" "'" <'Ym =x is the unique 
increasingly labeled chain joining them in H,,  it is easy to check that 
yieNC, for all i. This appears in [3, Example 2.9]. Briefly, this can be 
proved by contradiction, considering the partition yi with maximum index i
such that y~(~NC,, and observing that some covering which produced a 
crossing has larger EL-label than a later covering in the chain which 
eliminates that crossing. 
Thus, Q = NC, and P = Hn conform to the hypotheses of Proposition 
1.13(case (ii)). We conclude that f-q-analogues P(f; q) of H,  for functions 
f which respect he standard (EL-)shelling of H,  give rise to f-q-analogues 
NC,(f; q) c_ p(f; q) of NC,. Such functions f restricted to pairs of non- 
crossing partitions respect he shelling of NCn induced from that of H,.  
The projection map NC~(f; q)~ NCn is the restriction of cp: P(f; q)---, P 
and we denote it by cp as well. 
An example is supplied by the function f (y ,  x )= ]LS(y) -LS(x)[ defined 
in the previous ection. In this case the M6bius function of NCn(f; q) admits 
an explicit combinatorial description. Before stating it we give a recurrence 
relation satisfied by/~(0, X) in NCn(f; q). Note that by Propositions 1.13 
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(case (i)) and 1.2, H(0, X) is independent of the choice of X from q) - - l (x )  
for a given x e NC~. 
In the next proposition, for which we compute an example at the end of 
this section, if x = B1/B2/. . . /Bk is a partition of [n] and I~  In], then we 
denote by x li the partition of I whose blocks are the non-empty sets among 
{B~ c~ I}~=~. To simplify the notation, we write cp for the projection map 
regardless of the value of n, which is determined by the context. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Xe  NCn(f; q) and x = q)(X) e NCn. I f  n forms a 
singleton block in x, then 
H(6, X)=/46,  X'), 
where cp(X')=xl[n 11eNC, 1. Otherwise, let a l<a2<. . .<am<n,  
m >~ 1, be the elements in the block of x which contains n, and we have 
m 
/46, x )= - ~/,~(6, Xlr~..<~,~),u(6, Xlo:, . . . .  11) qC([1..ai])c([ai..n]), 
i=1  
where Xlze q~-l(xls) and c(I) denotes the number of elements which are not 
the minimum of their blocks in the partition x li. 
Proof If n constitutes a singleton block in x, then n constitutes a
singleton block in all y such that y < x, and the natural embedding of 
[ 0, x[ E n- 13 ] in [ 0, x ] is an isomorphism under which shelling and f values 
are preserved. Therefore/z(0, X) =#(6, X'). 
Suppose now that n does not constitute a singleton block in x=B1/  
Bz / . . . /Bk  e NCn. We must compute the number of preimages under (p of 
the decreasingly abeled 0-x chains in P = NCn. 
Let F be any decreasingly labeled 0-x chain in P =NCn. The first 
covering (starting at 6) along F consists of merging the singleton blocks n 
and i for some ieBb(,~--{n }. The rest of F is a decreasingly^labeled 
O-xlEi . . . .  x3 chain, 7n-x i, followed by a decreasingly labeled 0-xlE1..~l 
chain, 7i. In all partitions in ?n 1-i the elements 1 through i -1  are 
singleton blocks. All partitions in ~ induce the same partition on the 
elements i through n. 
This means that when we count preimages under q) of the entire chain 
we get 
lop l ( )~n_l_ i ) l ' lc  p l ( )~i ){-qc({ l" ' i ] )c( [ i "n])  ,
because each of the c([i..n]) non-minima of blocks contribute 1 unit 
toward f at each covering along ~i, and ~i has length c([ 1 .. i] ). The result 
now follows. I 
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THEOREM 5.2. The f-q-analogues NCn(f ; q) of the non-crossing partitions 
lattice, with f(y,  x) = [LS(y) - LS(x)I, have M6bius function 
/2(NC,(f; q ) )=( -1 )  "-1 ~ qA(p), 
p ~ Cat (n  - -  1 ) 
where Cat(n- 1) is the set of Catalan paths from (0, O) to (n -  1, n - I) and 
A(p) is the area under the path p. 
For example, for n=4,  there are 5 paths in Cat(3), namely EEENNN, 
EENENN, EENNEN, ENEENN, ENENEN (E(ast) stands for a horizontal 
unit step and N(orth) for a vertical unit step). The areas under these paths 
are O, 1, 2, 2, 3 respectively, and /2(NC4(f ; q) )=( -1 )  3 (1 + q + 2q2 + q3). 
Proof Taking x = 1 ~ NCn(f; q) in the preceding recurrence, we obtain 
n- -1  
/2(NCn(f; q))= -- ~, /2(0, llEl..i2)/2( ~, llEi . . . .  13) q(i-1)(,-~). 
i= l  
A A A 
But/2(0, 1] E1..~3) =/2(NC~(f; q)) and/2(0, 1] E~ . . . .  13) =/2(NC,_i(f; q)). 
It now suffices to notice that Cn_l(q):= ~p~Cat(n--~ qA(p) satisfies the 
same recurrence with the same initial condition as J/2(NC,(f; q))l. Clearly 
we have /2(NCI(f; q)) = Co(q) = 1. Now consider pc  Cat(n- 1) and let 
( i -  1, i -  1) be the last point before (n - 1, n - 1) where the pathp touches 
the line y = x. We have a factorization of p into an arbitrary path in 
Cat( i .  1), a horizontal step, a path in Cat(n - 1 - i), and a vertical step. 
The area under p is therefore the sum of the areas under the two Catalan 
paths above, plus the area of an n - i by i -  1 rectangle. Thus, C,_ l(q) = 
Z7=1 Ci_~(q) Cn_i_l(q) q(n--i)(i--1) | 
In the following illustration of Proposition 5.1, for convenience in 
notation, we will write the non-crossing partition q~(Y) instead of Y as the 
argument of the M6bius function. Consider x = 1 2 5 / 3 4 ~ NC s. Then for 
every X~ cp-l(x) we have 
/2(0, X) = -/2(1)/2(1 2 / 3 4) qO.3 -/2(1 2)/2(2 / 3 4) q1.2 
= - 1. [ -/2(1 2 / 3)/2(3) ql.1] qO.3 
-/2(1 2)[-/2(2 / 3)/2(3) q ° I ]  q~.2 
= 1 [/2(1 2). 1.q] +/2(1 2). [1 .1 -1 ]  q2= _(q+q2). 
6. DOWLING LATTICES 
Dowling lattices (see, e.g., [ 12 ], [ 13 ] ), already established as "q-analogues" 
of the partition lattices, are order analogues in the sense of this paper. 
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FIG. 8. 
012, 
01/2 
0/1/2"*" 
The Dowling lattice Q2(G) and the partition la~ice//3. 
We give a very brief description of Dowling lattices, sufficient for the 
purpose of showing that they are f-q-analogues. Let [n o ] denote the set 
{0, 1, 2, ..., n}, and G a (finite) group. An element rc G of the Dowling lattice 
Qn(G) is a partition Bo/B1/.../Bk of [n °] along with a labeling of the 
elements in B1 w B2 u .-. w Bk by elements in G, such that the minimum 
element in each Bi, 1 ~< i ~< k, is labeled by the identity element in G. Note, 
by the convention of indexing the blocks in increasing order of their 
minima, that 0eB 0. The set Qn(G) is ordered by the relation in which a 
covering zcG < PG means either (i) the blocks Bo and Bi, i ~> 1, of 7ra are 
merged, with all elements of Bi losing their group labels; or (ii) two blocks 
B~ and Bj, 1 ~< i < j, of ~zc are merged, and the labels of the elements in B; 
are multiplied by an arbitrary element of G. With this order relation, 
Qn(G) is known to be a geometric lattice. 
We now want to verify that Qn(G) arises as an f-q-analogue of the parti- 
tion lattice P = H~+I, realized as partition of [nO]. We choose q = ]GI, the 
order of the group, and the function f defined by 
f(y,x)=lBo(x)l-lBo(Y)l-bk(yl,~o(xfl+l for y<~xinP=Hn+l,  
where bk indicates number of blocks and y I~0(x~ is the partition induced by 
y on the block Bo of x. Notice that f(x, x)= 0 and that f(0, x )= 0 for all 
x~P. As projection map cp: Qn(G)--+H,,+I we take the forgetful map 
which maintains the underlying set partition and omits the group labeling. 
The conditions of Definition 1.1 are easy to verify from the definitions of 
Qn( G), f, and ~o. 
We now verify that f respects the EL-labeling 2 of the partition lattice 
which was described in Section 3. Let Y=Yo <Yl < "'" <'Ym =x be the 
2-increasing chain joining y < x in P = Hn+ 1- Observe, from the definition 
off ,  that if two partitions y <x have equal 0-blocks, Bo(y)= Bo(x), then 
f(y,  x )= 0, and a// partitions in the interval [y, x] have the same 0-block. 
Returning to our 2-increasing chain, if Bo(y)=Bo(x), then we get 
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f(y, x)= 0 and f(y~, y~+ 1)= 0 for all i, so the condition of Definition 1.4 is 
satisfied in this case. If, on the other hand, Bo(y)¢Bo(x), then let Br~(y), 
B~2(y), ..., Br~(y) be the blocks of y with 0 <r  1 < r 2 < . . .  < r~ which are 
merged with Bo(y) to give Bo(x ). That is, ylBo(x)=Br~(y)/B~2(y)/... / 
B~(y). Because the merging takes place along a 2-increasing chain, the B~j's 
are successively merged with the current 0-block, in increasing order of 
their index. Hence, at such coverings, the value o f f  is [Brj[- I, while 
at the other coverings on the 2-increasing chain the value of f is null. 
Therefore 
m--1 
f(Yi, Yi+l) = ~ ([Brj[- 1)= IB0(x)l- IBo(y)[-s. 
i=0  j= l  
But since bk(y[ao(x~ ) =s + 1, this shows that f satisfies Definition 1.4. 
Consequently, the general results of Section 1 apply to the Dowling lat- 
tice Q,(G). The natural EL-labeling A( Y < X) = 2(~o(y) <. ~0(x)) pulled 
back by the projection map ~ from Hn+ 1 to Q,(G) agrees with the labeling 
obtained for Qn(G) upon viewing it as a supersolvable attice and applying 
the general labeling procedure described in [7] (the relevant modular 
chain consists of the elements in Q,(G) in whose underlying set partition 
B~ is a singleton for all i > 0). 
In particular, we recover the formula for the MSbius function of a 
Dowling lattice, 
¢t(Q,(G)) = ( -  1)" (1 + [G[)(1 +2iG[) . . .  (1 +(n -  1)iGi), 
which agrees, of course, with/~(Hn +1) = ( - -  1 )n n! if G is the trivial group, 
IG[ = 1. In our context, using Theorem 1.6, with q = [G[, 
¢t(Qn(G))  = ( - 1 )n E qf(Cl, c2)+f(c2, c3)+... +f(c,,_,, i), 
c 
where the sum is over all 2-decreasing maximal chains c=(0=c0 
cl ~ .-. ~cn_ l  ~c ,= i )  in H,+I. On any such chain, the covering 
cn_i ~c ,_ i+ l  consists of merging the block, say, Bm(cn_~), containing i 
with a lower index block, say, Bj(cn_i). The value off(cn_~, c,_ i+l)  is 
[Bm(Cn_i) ] - -1  if j=0 ,  and 0 if j>0 .  Consequently, we can assign to each 
element i the weight 1 + ( i -1) IGI .  The term (i--1)IG[ accounts for the 
case j > 0, when i contributes a factor of I GI to the count of preimages 
under cp on subsequent coverings, since it contributes to the cardinality of 
a block to be merged in the future; the unit term corresponds to the case 
j=0,  when i "carries" the factors of I G[ accumulated from previous 
mergings. 
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7. ANALOGUES FOR POSETS OF SHUFFLES 
A further illustration is provided by P = W . . . .  the poset of shuffles of 
[ 17]. Consider two words, A = a I a2.." am and B = bl b2... bn with distinct 
letters. The elements of W .... are all the words obtained by shuffling a sub- 
word of A with a subword of B. The order relation is determined by u < w 
if w is obtained from u either by removing one letter belonging to A (a 
"type A covering") or by adding a letter belonging to B (a "type B 
covering"); in the latter case, the placement of the additional letter must of 
course observe the condition that the resulting word w be a shuffle. For 
example, 0=A and I '=B in W ..... and azb2@ W3, 2 is covered by b2, 
blazb2, and azblb 2. A thorough investigation of enumerative and 
structural properties of Wm, n appears in [ 17]. 
Now consider the total order a l<a2< .-- <am<bl<b2< "'" <bn on 
the set of letters and the function 
f (y ,  x) = Ilnv(y) - Inv(x)l 
for y ~ x, where Inv(w) is the set of inversions in the word w. For example, 
let y=a3bza4asa 6 and x=blbzasb4a  6 in W6.5. Then we have Inv(y)= 
{(b2, a4), (b2, as), (b2, a6)} and Inv(x) = {(b~, as), (bl,a6), (b2, as), 
(b2, a6), (b4, a6)}, and obtain f (y ,  x) -- 1. 
The poset P = Wm, n is shellable. In fact, it is easy to see that Wm, n 
admits an EL-labeling: i fy  < x is a type A covering, set 2(y < x )= ai if the 
removal of ai from y gives x; for a type B covering, set 2(y <- x) -- bj if the 
insertion of bj in y gives x. 
bl 
6~192 
Fro. 9. The poset of shuffles W2. ,. 
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001 
001 
OOl 011 011 011 I01 i01 I01 
000 OlO 011 001 lO0 I01 001 
011 I01 iii III iii I11 III iii III 
000 000 i00 I01 II0 Iii 010 011 001 
111 
000 
FIG. 10. Analogue of the shuffle poset W2, 1. Here, q = 2. 
Let us verify that the function f defined above respects the EL-labeling 2. 
Suppose that Y=Yo ~Y I  ~ "'" ~Yk  =x is the increasing y-x chain in P= 
Win,,. That means that along this chain first we delete, in increasing order, 
the a/s not in x, then we insert, also in increasing order, the necessary b/s. 
Notice that a type A covering does not enlarge the inversion set, while a 
type B covering does not reduce it. Therefore, if r is smallest such that 
yr<Syr+l is a type B covering, then f (yr ,  yr+l)=f(yr+l ,Yr+2) . . . . .  
f(Yk-1, Y~)= 0. Also, for i < r, the sets Inv(y~)-  Inv(y,.+ 1) are pairwise 
disjoint and their union is Inv (yo) - Inv(yr )= Inv(yo) - Inv(y l , ) .  Hence, 
f (yo,  yk)=f(Yo,  Yx)+f (Y l ,Y2)+ "'" +f (Yk - l ,Yk )  and f respects the 
EL-labeling 2. 
By Theorem 1.6 all f-q-analogues of P= Win,, have M6bius function 
equal to 
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Indeed, there is a bijection C--, Wc between 2-decreasing maximal chains C 
in W,,, ,  and words which are shuffles of A and B. Being decreasingly 
labeled, C consists of the successive insertions of bn, b~_ 1, ..-, bl, followed 
by the successive deletions of am, am- 1, ..., al. The word w c is the element 
of rank n in C and is a shuffle of the original words A, B. Conversely, each 
shuffle of A and B belongs to only one 2-decreasing maximal chain. On the 
first n coverings, f is null. On the last m coverings the values of f sum 
up to [Inv(wc)[. Thus, using Theorem 1.6, /~(Wm,~(f; q ) )=( -1 )  '~+~ 
52cq i~v(wcl, the distribution of the inversion statistic (or the major index) 
on the permutations of the multiset {a m, bn}. 
When q = 1 we recover the M6bius function of the poset of shuffles 
Win. n,/~( Win, n)= (--1 )m +~ (re+n), determined in [ 17]. Also, since the rank 
generating function and the characteristic polynomial of W~,,~ are 
expressible in terms of Jacobi polynomials (see [ 17]), one may investigate 
q-analogues of the Jacobi polynomials arising from f-q-analogues of Win, n" 
We do not pursue this question here. 
An f-q-analogue of P--Wm,~ for q > 1 can be realized as follows. As 
the underlying set of P( f ;  q) we take the collection /gZ(rn, n) of 
(n + 1) x (m + 1) matrices M with entries from the set {0, 1, ..., q -  1}, and 
having the following properties: MI, j~ {0, 1} for 1 <<,j<<,rn; MI,,,,+~ = 1; 
Mi, j may be non-zero only if MI , j= 1; and if i 1<i2<. . .  < i t  are the 
indices of the rows containing non-zero entries, then for the left-most 
non-zero entry M~k.j k in row i k we have M,-k,jk = 1 and j l  ~<j2~< ... ~<j~. 
As ~0(M) we take the following shuffle w E Win, ~. The letters ofw are those 
a s for which M1, s = 1, 1 <~ j <~ in, and those bi such that row i + 1 contains non- 
zero entries. IfM~+ 1,s = 1 is the leftmost non-zero entry in row i + 1, 1 ~< i ~< n, 
andj  ~< m, then a s is the first among the letters from A which follows b~. When 
j=m + 1, no letter from A follows b~. For example, if P= W7,6, then 
- 1(al a2b l b2a4a5 b3 bs) consists of the 7 x 8 matrices of the form 
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 • 0 0 • 
, 0 0 0 1 * 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
where each • stands for an arbitrary element from {0, l, ..., q -1  }. In a 
matrix Me J~(rn, n), each entry Mi, i denoted by • corresponds to an inver- 
sion in the shuffle cp(M) in the following manner: if j ~< m, then Mi, j=  * 
corresponds to the inversion between bi_ 1 and as; if j=m+ 1, then 
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Mi, j = .  corresponds to the inversion between bi ~ and ak, where k is the 
index of the column containing the leading 1 of row i. 
A covering relation M <~ N between two matrices M, Ne  ~(m,  n) holds in 
either of two cases. First, corresponding to a B-covering in W . . . .  M and N 
coincide except, for some 2 ~< i ~< n + 1, the entire ith row of Mis  zero, while the 
ith row of N contains at least a non-zero entry. Second, corresponding to an 
A-covering in W . . . .  M and N coincide except, for some 1 ~< j ~< m, the entire 
j th column of N is zero, while M~d = 1, and if M has leading l's in column j, 
say, Mrl,j = mr2, j . . . . .  Mr, d = 1, and i fk is the smallest column index k > j  
so that Ma, k = 1, then N~, m + 1 = Mrs, k ,  Nrs, k = 1 for each s = 1, 2, ..., t. 
For example, consider W=bla2b2b4a4asbs~W7,  6 and the matrix 
Ne  Jg(7, 6) 
0 
0 
0 
N= 0 
0 
0 
0 
10  1 1 00  1 \  
1 0 Xl x2 0 0 x3 
0 0 1 X 4 0 0 X 5 
00 0 0 00  0 
0 0 1 x 6 0 0 x 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
00  0 0 00  0 
where the entries xl ..... x7E {0, 1, 2, ..., q -  1} are arbitrary but fixed. Thus, 
q~(N) = w. Let now u = bl azb4aaasbs, thus u <~ w is a B-covering in W7, 6. 
Among the matrices in cp l(u), all of which have the form 
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 \  
~ 1 0 . , 0 0 ,  0oooooo  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
the only one which is less than 
0 1 
0 1 
0 0 
M= 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 
0 
0 
N is 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Xl 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 0 
x2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
x 6 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1\ 
X3 
0 
0 
X7 
1 
0 
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If, instead, we take U=bla2bzb4a3a4asbs, then u < w is an A-covering in 
W7, 6, and the matrices Me (p- l (u)  such that M ~ N have the form 
M= 
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 \  
0 1 • x I x2 0 0 x 3 
. 0 0 1 x 5 x 4 0 0 00000 00 j 
0 0 1 x7 x6 0 0 0. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The three entries denoted by • are arbitrary elements from { 0, 1, ..., q - 1 } and 
correspond to the inversions in Inv(u) - Inv(w) = { (b l ,  a3) , (b2, a3) , (b4, a3) } . 
There are q3 matrices Me J / (7 ,  6) such that M <. Nand (p(M) = u. 
As one further example, let now u = bl a262b4a4asa665. Then u ~ w is an 
A-covering in W7. 6 and Inv(u) - Inv(w) = {(bl, a6), (b;,  a6), (b4, a6)}. The 
q3 matrices of the form 
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 \  
0 1 0 Xl X2 * 0 X3 
0 0 0 1 X4 * 0 X5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 x 6 * 0 x 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
are less than N in P(f;  q) and belong to (p-l(u). 
We omit the verification of the conditions in Definitions 1.1 and 1.4 
which are satisfied with f and (0 chosen above. It would be interesting to 
have a l inear-algebraic or geometric interpretation of the above- -o r  
another - - f -q -analogue of Wm, n" 
8. ANALOGUES OF DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES 
In 1985, Bj6rner and Stanley (see, e.g., [5, p. 275, Ex. 7.32] or [24, 
p. 164, Ex. 49.b]) described a manner of associating with an arbitrary finite 
distributive lattice, J, a poset whose rank-selected Betti numbers are 
q-analogues of those for J. In this section we show that the construction 
given by Bj6rner and Stanley is an example of an (EL-)shellable order 
analogue in the sense of this paper. We begin with a brief description of 
<(1,0,0), 
(0,0,1)> 
< ~ ( 1 , 0 , 1 ) ,  
<(1,0,1)> 
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P(f ;  q) = LQ 
3 
1 2 
U 
e = J(Q) 
FIG. 11. Example of L e and J(Q), with q = 3 and b l = (1,0, 1), b 2 = (1, 1, 0), b 3 = (1, 1, 2). 
their construction, then exhibit he choice of (p and f satisfying Definition 1.1, 
and check that f respects a natural (EL-)shelling of a distributive lattice. 
Let J be a finite distributive lattice. It is a classical result of Birkhoff (see, 
e.g. [ 24]) that J is isomorphic to the lattice J(Q) of order ideals of a poset 
Q, where Q is isomorphic to the poset of join irreducible lements of J. 
Consider a linear extension of Q, that is, label the elements of Q in order 
preserving fashion with the labels 1, 2, ..., I QI--n. 
Consider a vector space V of dimension over the field GF(q), and the 
lattice L,(q) formed by the vector subspaces of V ordered by inclusion. Fix 
a basis bl, b2, ..., b, of V and consider the maximal chain of spaces 
() = No <. g 1 <7~ . . .  <:5 g n = V,  where Vi = ( b l ,  b2, ..., bi}. 
For each element Xs  L,(q) let 
q~(X) := {i6 [n] I Xv  Vi_ 1 =XV Vi}. (8.1) 
Identifying i with the element of Q which was given the label i, we view (p(X) 
as a subset of Q. Let 
L e := {X~L,(q) Iq~(X)~J(Q)}, 
that is, L e is the subposet of Ln(q) whose elements are the subspaces X for 
which ~o(X) is an ideal in Q. Figure 11 shows an example. Bj6rner and 
Stanley showed that 
= Z 
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where rc ranges over those linear extensions of Q which have descent set S, 
and inv denotes the number of inversions of z~ as a permutation of [n]. 
We will show that L a is an f-q-analogue of the distributive lattice 
J=J(Q) in the sense of Section 1 of this paper. 
For a (finite) distributive lattice J=J(Q), fix an order preserving 
labeling of the join irreducible lements. Identify each element of Q with its 
label, and each x s J with the ideal in Q which it represents. Let 
If y ~< x in J, set 
Finally, let 
Inv(x) := { (i,j) : iex, j(~x, i>j}. 
f(y, z):= ] Inv (y ) -  Inv(x)[. 
~0: LQ----~ J
be defined as in equation (8.1). We claim that LQ is an f-q-analogue of J. 
It is helpful to identify a subspace Z from LQ with Jd(Z), the reduced 
row echelon dim(X) x n matrix formed by a basis of Z expressed in terms 
of bl, b2, ..., bn. The entries of ~(X)  are elements of GF(q). It is convenient 
to index the columns of .~(Z), from left to right, by bn, bn ~ ..... bl. 
For example, if q=3,  n=3,  and if we choose b1=(1,0,  1), b2=(1 , 1, 0), 
b3=(1,1 ,2) ,  then for the subspace Z=((1 ,2 ,0 ) ,  (0, 0 ,1) )  c GF(3) 3 
we have (1 ,2 ,0 )=2b3+2b 1, (0, 0,1) = 263 + b2, and we obtain the 
matrix 
° 11) 1 
It is easy to verify that i ~ (p(Z) if an only if column bi is a pivot column 
in J / (Z) .  Therefore, if q)(Z) = {il < i2 < ... < ik} then the pivot columns of 
J//(Z) are determined, and, for fixed cp(Z), the remaining ( i1 -1 )k+ 
( i2 - i i -1 ) (k -1 )+( i3 - i2 -1 ) (k -2 )+ ... +(ik--ik_~--l) ' l=~,;i;-- 
(k~l) entries vary in GF(q) with Z. But this shows that I~0-1(/)[= 
qf(~(z), f) 
In particular, q) is surjective. Suppose Y<X in LQ. Then Xv Vi = 
(Xv Y)v V, .=Xv(Yv  Vi), so iE~o(Y) implies ie~o(X). Since I~0(X)[ = 
dim X, the strict inequality Y< Ximplies the strict inequality ~o(Y) < q)(Y). 
Hence, (OA1) holds. 
Suppose y < x in J(Q) and XeLQ such that q~(X) = x. A vector space Y 
such that ~0(Y)=y has a matrix J/l(Y) whose pivot columns are deter- 
mined by y. If Y< X, then an entry ~(  Y)r, c can be chosen arbitrarily from 
GF(q) if it is to the right of the pivot 1 in its row r and its column index 
is in x -  y; the other entries in ~(Y)  are determined by these choices and 
582a/72/1-12 
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the pivot columns. This means that the number of spaces Y such that 
Y<X and ~o(Y)=y is qf(y,x). Thus, (OA2) holds. A similar argument 
shows that condition (OA3) holds as well. 
We check now that the function f respects the standard EL-labeling of 
the distributive lattice J. This is the labeling obtained by setting 2(y ~ x) 
equal to the label assigned by a fixed linear extension of Q to the unique 
element in the set difference x -y .  Under this labeling, the label sequences 
along maximal chains in J are the linear extensions of the poset Q of join- 
irreducibles. Suppose y = Y0 ~ Yl < "'" ~ Ym = x is the 2-increasing chain 
joining y to x in J. Then we obtain 
m--1 m--1 
f(yj, yj+l)= ~ [ Inv(yj) - Inv(yj+a)] 
j=0  j=0 
= IInv(yo) - Inv(ym)l =f(Yo, Y~). 
Hence, f respects 2 in the sense of Definition 1.4. 
Consequently, the posets L o defined by Bj6rner and Stanley are 
f-q-analogues of distributive lattice J=J(Q) (which may vary with the 
choice of the order preserving labeling of Q) and are (EL-)sheUable with a 
labeling which pulls back from the natural EL-labeling of J. Theorem 1.8 
applies, and gives, in particular, the expression for fls(Lo) cited earlier in 
this section. 
Suppose that Q = C~ u C2 u ... w C k is a disjoint union of chains, where 
Ci consists of p; elements, Pl >/P2 ~> "'" ~> Pk > 0. Then, for q =p, a prime, 
we already have an order analogue for J, namely Lp described in Section 2. 
How do Lp and L o compare if Q is labeled as in Section 2? 
Observe that in general, for a pair y < x in J, the function f of Section 
2 counts a subset of the inversions counted by f of this section. If k >~ 2, 
that is, Q does not reduce to one chain, and if pl i>3, then the two 
analogues are different. Indeed, in such cases, for every pair y <x  in J(Q) 
the value of function f from this section is at least as large as that of the 
function f of Section 2, with strict inequality on at least one pair, e.g., when 
y contains the first chain but not the minimum of the second chain, and 
x = 1. Hence, the cardinalities of Lp and L o are different. The same hap- 
pens if k ~> 2 and Pl = P2 = 2. In this case, an example of strict inequalities 
is provided by pairs where x = 1, the first chain is in x -y  and the second 
chain is in y. 
On the other hand, in the remaining cases (that is, when the Ferrers 
diagram of p does not contain the Ferrers diagram of either (3, 1) or (2, 2)) 
it is an easy observation that the function f of this section coincides with 
that of Section 2. It turns out that the analogues Lp and L o are actually 
isomorphic. This is trivial when Q is a single chain. In this case we 
have L o ~-Lp ~-J(Q) based on--among other arguments--the r sults on 
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shellability from Section 1: P=J(Q) is a chain, hence A(P) consists of 
just the restriction-free facet, and, since f respects the shelling, 
an analogue contains only one preimage of this facet; therefore the 
analogue must also be a chain. In the case when Pi= 1 for all 1 ~< i<<,k, 
J is a boolean lattice, and LQ ~Lp, the full lattice of subspaces of 
a k-dimensional vector space over GF(p). Suppose now that p1=2, 
p2=p3 . . . . .  pk=l  (thus, n=k+l ) ,  and identify G with Z/paZx 
Z/pZ x ... x Z/pZ. The isomorphism of LQ and Lp follows from a varia- 
tion due to Butler [ 10] on Birkhoff's correspondence b tween subgroups 
of a finite abelian p-group and standard matrices. Assuming familiarity 
with [ 10], we describe a map LQ---, Lp and leave to the interested reader 
the verification of the fact that it is an isomorphism. Consider the reduced 
echelon matrix Jg(X) for a space Xe LQ, as described earlier in this sec- 
tion. If the leftmost column (indexed by bn) is a pivot column, then the 
rightmost column (indexed by bl) is a pivot column as well (because 
q~(X) is an ideal in Q, so n e q~(X) implies 1 e~0(X)). In this case, let 
M(X) be the matrix obtained from ~/(X) by removing the leftmost 
column and last row, and changing from 0 to 1 the entry in the first row 
and column indexed by bl. Otherwise, let M(X) be the matrix obtained 
from J//(X) by removing the (all zero) column indexed by bn. Now view 
the entries of M(X) as elements in Z/pZ if they are in the columns 
indexed by b~_ 1, b,_2, ..., b2, and as elements in Z/pZZ if they are in the 
column indexed by b~. Finally, let M*(X) be the matrix obtained from 
M(X) by reversing the order of the columns, and let H(X) be the sub- 
group of G generated by the elements determined by the rows of M*(X). 
By Butler's variation on Birkhoff's correspondence b tween subgroups of 
G and standard matrices (see [10]), the matrices M*(X) correspond 
bijectively with the subgroups of G. The map X--*H(X) gives an 
isomorphism between LQ and Lp. 
For example, if p = (2, 1, 1) and p =5, the (1-dimensional) space X 
generated by the vector b 2 + 2bl gives the matrix Jg/(X) = (0, 0, 1, 2), hence 
M*(X) = (2, l, 0), and the (3-dimensional) space X generated by b4 + 3b3, 
b2, and bl gives the matrix 
hence 
~(x)= o 1 , 
0 0 
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9. h-COMPLEXES 
Let A be a shellable simplicial complex and <sh a shelling order of its 
facets. If the collection of the restrictions N(F) of the facets of A is itself a 
simplicial complex, then, following [ 15], we refer to it as an h-complex of 
A and denote it by Ash. Note that the existence and structure of an 
h-complex depends on the choice of the shelling order for A. 
Associated with a simplicial complex A of dimension n -1  are its 
/=vector and h-vector. In the f-vector, ( f - l ,  f o, f l  ..... fn-1), the i th entry is 
the number of/-dimensional faces of A ( f -1  -- 1 counts the empty face). 
The h-vector, (h0, h I ..... h,), has entries determined by the relations 
n h n - - i  f+ l=Z i=0 i ( j - i ) ,  for eachj. 
On the other hand, if A is shellable, hi is the number of facets of A whose 
restriction has i vertices, independently of the choice of the shelling order. 
Therefore any h-complex associated with A has h(A) as its f-vector, hence 
the terminology. 
Suppose that A = A(P) is the order complex of a shellable poset which 
has an h-complex Ash(P). The following result shows that the order com- 
plex of an order analogue of P will also have an h-complex; this can be 
regarded as a q-analogue of the complex Ash(P). 
THEOREM 9.1. Let P be a poset with a shelling order <sh which yields an 
h-complex Ash(P). Suppose that P(f; q) is an f-q-analogue of P for a func- 
tion f in the incidence algebra of P which respects the shelling order <sh. 
Then the shelling order <sH of P(f; q) (described in Proposition 1.5) gives 
an h-complex Asn(P(f; q)) whose f-vector is a q-analogue of the f-vector of 
A sh(P). 
Proof Let ~ be a facet of A(P(f;q)) and RcN(q~),  the restriction 
being computed with respect o the shelling order <SH. We must verify 
that there exists a facet T such that R = N(T).  We have cp(R)c cp(N(q~)) 
and, by Proposition 1.5(ii), ~o(N(~)) = ~(~0(q~)). Therefore, since <sh gives 
an h-complex, there exists a facet F of A(P) such that ~o(R) = ¢~(F). All the 
facets of A(P(f; q)) which ~0 maps to F have, by Proposition 1.5(ii), restric- 
tions which cp maps to N(F )= q~(R). We claim that among these facets, 
there exists one, ~g, which contains R, and thus 92(T)= R. The claim 
follows from repeated applications of (OA3). Let R = {R1 < R2 < ..- < Rk} 
as a chain in P(f; q), and set Ro = 0 and Rk+l= "1. Let r i= c,o(Ri) for each 
is  {0, 1, ..., k + 1}. Let y be the largest element of the facet F (viewed as a 
chain in P) which is not in the restriction of F. Say, ri <y  < ri+ 1. Applying 
(OA3) to this triple and Ri<Ri+l we obtain an element Yin P(f; q) such 
that R i< Y<Ri+I  and cp(Y)=y. Next, let z be the largest element in 
F- -  N(F) -- { y}. If r i < z < y, consider this triple and R i < Y and use again 
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(OA3) to obtain an element Z in P(f;q) such that Ri<Z<. Y and 
9(Z)=z .  Otherwise, let rj<z<rj+l and proceed as with y above. 
Continuing with the largest "unprocessed" element remaining in F -  ~(F),  
we extend the chain formed by R in P(f; q) to a maximal chain which 
gives a facet 7 t of A(P(f; q)) as claimed. 
The j th  entry of the h-vector of A(P(f; q)) is hi(q)= # { q~ ~ A(P(f; q)): 
[~(~)[ =j}. Proposition 1.5 gives hi(q)= #q~-I({F~A(P):[~(F)] =j}), 
which, by Proposition 1.2(ii), is a q-analogue of hj for P. | 
Recall that the shelling <sn from Proposition 1.5 is not unique and 
note that the property of <sH crucial to the above theorem is that the 
restriction commutes with the projection map q~. 
As an example, let P be a distributive lattice with join-irreducible poset 
Q, and an order analogue P(f; q) as discussed in the preceding section. 
Then hi(q)= # q~-I({F~ A(P):[~(F)[ =j}) is, in this case, the number of 
preimages under cp of maximal chains in P whose label sequence has j 
descents. For our choice o f f  each maximal chain has as many preimages 
under cp as the value of q raised to the number of inversions in the 
corresponding linear extension. Hence we have 
hi(q) = ~ qi.,~(,~. 
l~ LinExt(Q) 
In particular, if P is the boolean lattice on n elements, then 
hi(q) = Z qinV(o'), 
o-~Sn 
IDes(o')[ ~j 
so the polynomials hi(q) are q-analogues of the Eulerian numbers. 
The classes of posets P used for illustrations in this paper are in fact not 
only EL-shellable, but SL-shellable. Following [3, Definition 3.4], a poser 
is SL-shellable if it has an EL-labeling 2 with the additional property that 
for each pair of comparable lements y < x, if z ~ x is the element covered 
by x on the unique 2-increasing chain between y and x, and if y < z' ~ x 
with z'~ez, then 2(z',x)<2(z,x). By [6, Remark 6.6] (see also 1-15, 
Theorem 2.19]), shelling orders of A(P) arising from SL-labelings of P 
produce h-complexes. Therefore Theorem 9.1 applies to all the posets P 
and their analogues discussed in this paper. 
If P is a poset and A(P) its order complex, we will denote by L(P) = 
L(A(P)) the poset of faces of A(P) together with I. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let P be an SL-shellable poset with labeling 2, and 
A~=A~(P) the corresponding h-complex. Suppose P has an f-q-analogue 
P(f; q) for a function f which respects 2, and let A be the SL-labeling of 
P(f; q) pulled back from 2. Denote by A A the h-complex of A(P(f; q)) 
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{3} {e,3} 
LA L~, 
FIG. 12. Example of the face lattice L(A~) of an h-complex and its analogue L(AA). 
corresponding to the shelling iven by A. Then the face posets L( P(f  ; q) ) and 
L( A A) are order analogues of the face posets L(P) and L( A x), respectively. 
Proof The projection map cp: P(f; q)~ P extended to chains gives a 
strictly order preserving surjection ~o': L(P(f; q))---,L(P). Consider the 
function f '  in the incidence algebra of L(P) defined by f'(c~, c2)=0 if 
c2val and f'(c, 1)=H m qf(y,,y,+l~, where Y l<y2<- - -<Ym are the i=1  A 
elements of the chain e and Ym +1 = 1. Using Proposition 1.2, it is easy to 
verify that L(P(f; q)) is an f'-q-analogue of L(P). 
Similarly, with ~o' and f '  restricted to faces/chains in AA and A~, respec- 
tively, it is easy to check that L(AA) is an f'-q-analogue of L~. | 
Note that L(A~) and L(A~) are not, in general, ranked posets. Figure 12 
shows an example, where P is the boolean lattice B3 with the usual 
EL-labeling for a distributive lattice, and q = 2. The faces of Ax are: ~ ,  the 
vertices {2}, {1, 3}, {3}, {2, 3}, and the edge between {3} and {2, 3}. In 
AA these faces have, respectively, 1, q, q, q2, q2, and q3 preimages. 
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10. REMARKS 
Given P and f as in Definition 1.1, it would be interesting to know 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a P(f; q) to exist, and a general 
method for constructing an f-q-analogue when these conditions are met. 
Certain necessary consistency conditions for f are quite obvious. One is 
that f(z, y) <~ f(z, x) if z < y < x in P, in order to ensure that if c#(Y) = y, 
q)(X) =x  and Y<X, then [(p l(z) c~ [0, Y][ ~< [q~-l(z) n [0, X][. Similarly, 
it follows from Remark 1.4.2 that if Yo ~Yl ~Y2 "~ "'" ~Ym in P, then 
f(Yo, Ym)'-~Zz=o f(Yi, Yi+l) is necessary. Indeed, for any particular 
Ym ~ ~O--~(Ym), the number of Yo ~ q~-~(Yo) such that Yo < Ym, cannot be 
larger than the number of endpoints of a tree rooted at Ym in which ver- 
tices at distance d from the root have qf~Y,,-d ~, y,,-d~ descendants, for each 
d=0,  1, ..., m-  1. 
Multi-basic analogues can be considered as well. That is, given a poset 
P and functions f l , f2 ,  ...,fk in its incidence algebra which assume non- 
negative integer values, one may seek and investigate posets P(fl ,f2,-..,fk; 
ql, q2, -.., qk) satisfying Definition 1.1 with q~Y' x~. q~2~y, x~. . . . .  q~(y, ~ 
substituted for qf~Y" ~. For example, a natural candidate is P = H,  with two 
functions, f l , f2  derived from two partition statistics (e.g., the reduced ls 
statistic and the Ib statistic of [26]) in a manner similar to that of 
Section 4. This leads to a 2-basic analogue whose Whitney numbers are p, 
q-Stifling numbers appearing in [26]. In this case, one might guess that the 
M6bius function would turn out t'o be ( -1 )  ~-1 [n-l]]ql,q2, where 
[m] ]q l ,qz=[1]q l ,q2[2]q l ,q2 ' ' . [m]q l ,q2  and [j]q,,q2=qJ-l-bqj-2q2-] - . . .  q- 
q lqJ-Z+q j-1. However, for this choice of statistics, the enumerative 
formulae do not appear to have product expressions. 
Multi-basic analogues can also be obtained by considering successive 
analogues Qi(f,-; qi), where Q I=P( f l ;  ql) and Qi = Qi- l ( f / ;  q~)- This 
approach and results such as Propositions 1.9 and 1.10 suggest considering 
projective limits of order analogues. 
In our definition of an f-q-analogue we have required that q be a non- 
negative integer and f be valued in the non-negative integers. This is 
because powers of q with values o f f  as exponents give the cardinalities of 
certain subsets of P(f;q). Assuming an f-q-analogue exists as in 
Definition 1.1, it would be interesting to investigate interpretations for 
other values of q. 
At the end of Section 1, results for shellable posers were reformulated 
explicitly for the special case of EL-shellable posets. Similar reformulations 
can be given for CL-shellable posets (see, e.g., [7]). Two variations of a 
more general nature are possible. One is to relative shellings [25], the 
other is to non-pure shellability [9]. For bounded ranked posets, relative 
shellability can be described combinatorially by the existence of a labeling 
of the covering relations, satisfying two properties: every pair of comparable 
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elements is jo ined by at most one increasingly labeled chain, and for every 
u ~< z ~< y ~< x if u, x are joined by an increasingly labeled chain, then so are 
z, y. We remark that with Definition 1.4 rephrased as in the case of 
EL-shelling, a relative shelling labeling of P which is respected by a func- 
tion f can be pulled back to one for f-q-analogues of P. The second exten- 
sion, to f-q-analogues of non-pure shellable posets, works natural ly because 
the projection ~o preserves chain length. Hence, addit ional examples are 
possible, for posets P which are not ranked. 
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